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We make use of the “path sum” function to prove that the family of stretched 
operator functions characterized by the operator irrep labels (p, q, . . . , q, 0,. . . , 0) 
satisfy a pair of general difference equations. This family of functions is a 
generalization of Mime’s (p, q, . . . , q,O) functions for U(n) and Biedenham and 
Louck’s (p, q, 0) functions for U(3). The fact that this family of stretched operator 
functions are polynomials follows from a detailed study of their symmetries and 
zeros. As a further application of our general difference equations and symmetry 
properties we give an explicit formula for the polynomials characterized by the 
operator irrep labels (p, 1.0,. . . , 0). 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONAL PRELIMINARIES 
The problem of constructing for the unitary group U(n) (n arbitrary but 
fixed) the analog to the Wigner-Racah angular momentum calculus for 
the group SU(2) of 2 x 2 unitary unimodular matrices has been a topic of 
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considerable research interest [l, 3-7, 10, 12, 14, 15,19,21,26,29,31,33, 
34,37,38,45]. The Wigner-Racah angular momentum calculus is a de- 
tailed exposition of properties of the group Sc1(2), i.e., of its Lie algebra, its 
representations, and its irreducible tensor operators, adapted to the calcu- 
lational needs of physics. 
The practical applications in physics of symmetry techniques which 
generalize the Wigner-Racah angular momentum calculus have, in the 
final analysis, depended (explicitly or implicitly) upon the use of the 
Wigner coefficients of the symmetry group [14]. In this approach, physi- 
cally interesting operators are classified by the symmetry as instances of 
generic tensor operators. The matrix elements of the generic operators 
define the relevant Wigner coefficients. The fundamental importance of 
such group theoretical methods in applications to physics has been clear 
since the pioneer researches of Weyl [42] and Wigner [46]. Of the im- 
portant groups, the continuous compact groups (the simple Lie groups 
SU(n) in particular) play a predominant role, as is evident from current 
applications in fields as disparate as elementary particle physics 
[3,8,9, 11,20,22,24,25,28,38,40] and nuclear structure [23,32,39,44]. 
These applications involve not only the group SU(2) but also the unitary 
groups SU(3) and SU(4). 
One of the fundamental problems in the above applications of symmetry 
techniques to quantum mechanics is the construction of a suitable basis for 
the set of all operators mapping the set of all unitary irreducible represen- 
tation spaces into itself. As is well known [5,34], such operators may 
themselves be characterized by representation labels-this is the tensor 
operator classification. This classification is, however, incomplete for the 
general case. Specifically, it is incomplete in the sense that there exists, for 
the general case, several tensor operators which are labeled by the same 
state vector labels (the so-called Gel’fand patterns which specify the 
subgroup properties), and which map a specified irreducible representation 
(u-rep) space I/ ([ m] .) into a specified irrep space V ([ m’] ,). 
This multiplicity problem is solved for stretched irreducible tensor 
operators for U(3). Indeed [17], the family of stretched irreducible tensor 
operators for U(3) is uniquely characterized by the null space of the U(3) 
invariant function called the denominator function. Recently [18] (see 
below) an explicit sum over paths formulation of an analogous V(n) 
invariant function for all stretched irreducible tensor operators for U(n) 
has been constructed. Ultimately, this I/(n) invariant function may well 
lead to a solution of the multiplicity problem for stretched irreducible 
tensor operators for U(n). 
To explicate the vast amount of information contained in the (rather) 
symbolic (though explicit) sum over paths formulation of the u(n) de- 
nominator function we study, in this paper, families of special cases by 
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means of recursion relations. Such a study of the U(n) denominator 
function was begun in [37]. Similar recursive techniques were utilized in 
[ 17) to study U(3) denominator functions. 
In order to simplify the recursion relations which arise in our study of 
families of special cases of the U(n) denominator function we make use of 
the stretched operator functions (see below) characterized by the operator 
irrep labels (p, q, . . . , q, 0,. _ . , 0) . This family of functions is a generaliza- 
tion of Milne’s [37] (p, q, . . . , q, 0) functions for U(n) and Biedenharn and 
Louck’s [ 171 (p, q, 0) functions for U(3). 
The stretched operator functions characterized by (p, q, . . . , q, 0,. . . , 0) 
are of intrinsic algebraic interest. By a careful examination of their 
symmetries and zeros we show that these stretched operator functions are 
polynomials. A similar study undertaken in [37] used the stretched opera- 
tor functions characterized by (p, q, . . . , q, 0) to prove the existence of a 
U(n) analog of Whipple’s transformation of classical hypergeometric series 
[43]. On the other hand, in [30] the stretched operator functions char- 
acterized by (p, q, 0) led to an explicit U(3) analog of Whipple’s trans- 
formation. 
We now discuss the background material on which our results are based 
in order to make this paper self-contained. 
This essential background material includes: the relationship between 
lexical Young tableaux and Gel’fand patterns; the definition of irreducible 
tensor operators for U(n); a more precise discussion of the multiplicity 
problem for irreducible tensor operators for U(n); a detailed account of the 
sum over paths formulation of the U(n) denominator function which 
includes discussion of the U(n) pattern calculus rules and, the definition of 
the stretched operator functions characterized by the operator irrep labels 
(p,q,...,q,O,...,O). 
After presenting the above background material we conclude this intro- 
ductory section by giving a brief description of the results which we have 
obtained in this paper. 
Let us summarize now the basic results-and especially the notational 
conventions-for the (unitary) irreps of the n-dimensional unitary group, 
U(n). Every irrep (irreducible representation) of the unitary group U(n) 
may be defined by its Young Jymmetry pattern which is characterized by 
the partition [ml, E [m;,,] = [m,,,m,,, . . . , mnn] of n nonnegative integers 
obeying the lexical relation mi, 2 mi+,,n; conversely every such partition 
denotes a unique irrep. Alternatively, the integers {m,,} are defined as the 
eigenvalues of a set of n commuting invariant operators [ 10, 141 denoted by 
I,. That is, each finite-dimensional irrep space is specified by the same 
partition [ml,. We denote this irrep space by V( [ m] ,). The vector space 
V ([ m] .) is spanned by a set of orthonormal vectors which are labeled by 
the integers [ml,,, together with n(n - 1)/2 additional integers mij (i I j 
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= 1,2,..., n - l), whose range of values enumerates the basis vectors. 
These sets of labels are known as the states of the irrep [ml,,. 
To obtain the above states of an irrep [ml,,, one considers all possible 
lexical Young tableaux, which are obtained by filling the Youngpattern with 
the integers one to n with repetitions but in lexical order. These states are 
designated as Weyl basis states. This general Weyl basis tableau may be 
written in the form: 
First row: m, , 1 ‘s, followed by 
(ml* - m,,)2’s,...,(m,,- m,,,-,)n’s; 
Second row: mz2 2’s, followed by 
CM23 - m22) 3’s ,... ,(M~,~ - m2,n-,)n’~; 
kth row: m,,,k ‘s, followed by 
(m k,k+l -mk,k)(k+ l)‘S,...,(mk,n-mk,n-l)n’s; (1.1) 
where the mij are integers. 
This tableau has the Young pattern defined by the partition [ml, z 
[ml,, m,,, . . . ,mnnl. 
The orthonormal state to be associated with the Weyl basis tableau in 
(1.1) will be denoted by the symbol (m), where 
(m) E 
ml” m2i . . m,- I,n m ’ nn 
ml,,-, m2,,-I * * ’ m n- I,n- I 
(1.2) 
ml2 m22 
ml, 
The requirement hat the Weyl basis tableau in (1.1) be lexical leads to the 
condition on the mi,j that 
mi j+l 2 mi j 2 m,+, j+,. (1.3) 
In terms of the triangular pattern (1.2) the mi,j’s lie between the integers 
directly above as is implied by the notational scheme. 
It is often useful to distinguish the state (m) and the basis vector I(m)) 
associated with the state. The (m) are known as Gel’fand patterns or 
Gel’fand basis states since Gel’fand [27] originated the (m) scheme in (1.2). 
To designate more clearly the irrep to which the state vector I(m)) 
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belongs, the Gel’fand pattern (m) will often.be written as 
[ml* ! 1 (ml,-, ’ (1.4) 
where [ml,, is the partition denoting an irrep in U(n), and (m),,-, denotes 
the bottom n - 1 rows of (1.2). 
Let (m) be a Gel’fand pattern such as (1.2) belonging to the irrep 
[ml, = [ml,, q,, . . . 9 m,,,,]. Then the weight [A(m)], of I(m)) is defined 
by means of 
[A(m)], =[Aln(m),A2,(m),...,A,,(m)], 
where 
Ai, = i mii- ‘smj,i-,. (1.5) 
j-l j- I 
Note that Ai, is defined to be the sum of the entries in row i minus the 
sum of the entries in row i - 1 of the Gel’fand pattern (m) in (1.2). Of 
course, A,,,(m) = m,,. 
The weights [A(m)],, are ordered according to the following rule: A 
weight [A(m’)], is said to be higher than a weight [A(m)], if the first 
nonzero component in the difference [A(m’)], - [A(m is positive. 
The state vector of highest weight (for prescribed [ml,) results from 
choosing the integers mij, i 5 j = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, as large as possible, i.e., 
mij = mi,. This state vector has weight [m,,, m2,,, . . . , m,,]. The corre- 
sponding Gel’fand pattern is termed maximal and denoted 
( 1 bin . max 
Similarly, the state vector of lowest weight is the one in which the mij, 
i <j= 1,2,..., n - I are chosen as small as possible, i.e., mij = m,+, -j,n; 
it has weight [mnn, m,,- ,,nr.. . , m,,]. The corresponding Gel’fand pattern 
having the labels mij = mi+ ,,j+, is termed minimal and denoted 
( ) b4 . min 
These are but two special cases of the set of n! patterns termed extremai. 
The notion of an extremal pattern plays a key role in the sum over paths 
formulation of the V(n) denominator function. 
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Extremal patterns (m) are defined by means of 
DEFINITION 1.6. The Gel’fand pattern 
bl” 
(m) = (ml),-, ( 1 
given by (1.2) is said to be extremul if and only if for each positive integerj 
strictly less than n there exists a nonnegative integer 1,. less than or equal to 
j such that the following relations are satisfied: 
mij = mi,j+ 1 t if1 li<lj, 
= mi+l.j+l~ ifl,.<i lj ’ 
(1.7 ) 
Remark 1.8. If the pattern (m) is maximal then li = j and if (m) is 
minimal then lj = 0. Given a fixed [ml,, in which the m, are distinct, 
there are n! extremal patterns 
M 
(m) E (m),-, ( ) ’ 
To see this just note that in (1.7) each of the fj’s such that 0 I lj I j are 
chosen independently with 1 I j I n - 1. The integers mii which appear 
in an extremal pattern (m) are simply ml,,, ml,,, . , . , m,,,,. Furthermore, if 
(m) is an extremal pattern then the weight [A(m)],, is a permutation of 
[mlnrm2n,. . , m,,]. Conversely, every weight [A(m)],, which is a permuta- 
tion of [mln,mzn ,..., m,,] uniquely determines an extremal operator 
pattern 
m- [ml* 
( 1 (ml,-, .
The number of Gel’fand patterns (1.2) equals the dimension D([m],) of 
the vector space V([m],). This number is given by the Weyl dimension 
formula [42] 
D([m],) = ir (pi,-pj,)/l!2!...(n - I)!, (1.9) 
i<j= I 
where 
pin z mi, + n - i (partial hooks). (1.10) 
In what follows several formulas will involve matrices whose entries are 
indexed by Gel’fand patterns. In order to make these results more explicit 
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we assign a total ordering to the set of all Gel’fand patterns 
bin ( 1 (m>n- 1 
by means of 
DEFINITION 1.11 (total ordering of patterns). If (m) is a Gel’fand 
pattern given by (1.2) then let 
s(m) = (ml,,~nln,...,m,,,ml,,-,,m2,,-,,..., 
m,-l,n-l,..., m129m223 m,,) 
be a row vector with n(n + 1)/2 components. We then say that the 
Gel’fand pattern (m’) is higher than the pattern (m) if the first nonzero 
component in the difference g(m’) - g(m) is positive. (This is just the 
lexical ordering of vectors.) 
Remark 1.12. The convention for setting down explicit matrices (whose 
rows and columns are labeled by Gel’fand patterns) is: The upper left-hand 
corner element is labeled by a pair of identical highest Gel’fand patterns. 
The labels then progress from the highest pattern to the lowest, read left to 
right across the columns, top to bottom down the rows. 
Keeping in mind the above summary of results about Gel’fand patterns 
we are now ready to give a more precise treatment of the multiplicity 
problem for irreducible tensor operators for U(n). 
Let U denote an n x n unitary matrix and let the correspondence 
U -+ O,,, U E U(n), be a representation of the group U(n) by unitary 
operators on the infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space 
X= x CB V([m]), (1.13) 
all [m] 
where the direct sum is taken over the set of all equivalence classes 
[denoted V’([m])] f o unitary irreducible representation spaces V([ ml). Two 
spaces V([m J) and V([m’]) are equivalent if and only if rni, = mi, + m 
where m is a nonnegative integer. 
In [5, 411 a tensor operator 8, with respect o U(n), is defined to be a set 
of operators 
T = {T,:X+Xla = 1,2 )...) N}, (1.14) 
which is transformed linearly into itself according to the transformation 
law 
fl,T*ttJ,-, = x D,&U)Tp. (1.15) 
P 
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The elements of the set (1.14) are called the components of T. The 
matrix D(U) is then a matrix representation of U(n). It is well known [5, 
16, 34, 351 that appropriate linear combinations of the T can be used to 
define new components of U which can be partitioned into irreducible sets 
T([M],). Here [Ml,, = [M,,, M,,,, . . . , M,,] is a partition with Mj, = 
Mi+ 1 n* The elements of one of these sets can then be labeled by the 
Gel’fand patterns of the canonical D matrix [5, 161 which transforms the 
components among themselves: 
8,-l= c D&&,,(U)T (1.16) 
CM’) 
Equation (1.16) needs some explanations. The components 
are labeled by the irrep label [Ml, and a Gel’fand pattern (M). To 
distinguish them from state vectors, capital letters are used for Gel’fand 
patterns that label components of T. The canonical D matrix corresponds 
to the irrep [Ml, and its entries are indexed, as in Remark 1.12, by 
Gel’fand patterns 
Note that T([ Ml,,) is itself a tensor operator. Equation (1.16) is the 
defining transformation property of an irreducible tensor operator with 
respect to U(n). 
The set of all irreducible tensor operators carrying irrep labels [Ml, is 
itself a vector space of dimension D([M],)(see 1.9) over the invariant 
functions as scalars. The invariant functions are functions of the indepen- 
dent invariant [ 10, 141 operators I$“‘, k = 1,2,. . . , n. It was early shown [5, 
351 that this vector space of the irreducible tensor operators carrying irrep 
labels [Ml, has a basis which could be labeled by a second set of Gel’fand 
patterns {(I),- ,}. The labels {(I),- ,} are in one-to-one correspondence 
[5] with the subgroup labels ((A’),- ,}, i.e., for specified irrep labels [Ml,, 
the two sets {(I),-,} and {(M),-,} are equal. The designation “subgroup 
labels” refers to the Wgvf branching law for U(n). This law asserts that 
under restriction of U(n) to U(n - 1) the irrep [ml,, of U(n) splits into the 
irreps [m,,“-, ] of U(n - I), where the nonnegative integers {m,,,-,} 
satisfy mi n 2 mi n-, 2 m,+, n and each such irrep [ mi, n-1 ] occurs once 
and only ‘once. ‘It follows ’ that every vector of the irreps V([m],) 
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may be characterized uniquely by the integers {mij} of the chain of 
subgroups U(n) -+ U(n - 1) -+ U( n - 2) + . . . + U( 1), the final subgroup 
U(1) having, of course, only one-dimensional irreps. The integers {mij} are 
exactly those that occur in the Gel’fand pattern (m) given in (1.2). 
The above discussion may be summarized as follows: By (1.6) each 
irreducible tensor operator T with irrep labels [Ml, had D([M],) compo- 
nents, each labeled by one of the Gel’fand patterns 
WI* ( ) wn-1 . 
These Gel’fand patterns derive their significance entirely from the existence 
of the Weyl branching law for the subgroup chain U(n) I U(n - 1) 
3 1.. LI U(1). On the other hand the set of all irreducible tensor operators 
with irrep labels [Ml,, has a basis consisting of D([M],) independent 
irreducible tensor operators labeled by Gel’fand patterns 
(1.17) 
Since these Gel’fand patterns enumerate independent tensors, we dis- 
tinguish them from the component Gel’fand patterns by using capital Greek 
letters for them. No characterization such as the Weyl branching law is 
known to hold for the patterns in (1.17). To emphasize this distinction we 
refer to (r),,-, as an operator pattern and (M),-, as a Gel ‘fandpattern [5, 
34, 351. 
The above considerations involving (T),-, and (M),-, led [5] to the 
following notation for the components of a complete set of linearly indepen- 
dent tensor operators with irrep labels [Ml,,: 
:(M),-,isaGel’fandpattem (1.18) 
Because the irrep labels [Ml,, also occur as the top row in the component 
notation 
it is convenient to write them only once and to invert the pattern (1.17) 
above it. That is, we think of 
b4n 
(r)n z (r-j,-, ( 1 
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as being in the form 
Equation (1.18) led in [5] to the designation 
(1.19) 
for a unit tensor operator or, as it is also called, a Wigner operator. Any 
statement involving (1.19) will hold for any of the components in (1. IS). 
The Wigner operator (1.19) maps an arbitrary vector belonging to the 
equivalence class of irrep spaces V([m],) into either the zero vector or into 
a vector belonging to the equivalence class of the irrep space V([m 1, + 
[W)l,X where 
[A(r)], =[A,,(r),A,,(r-),...,A$‘)], 
iii,(r) = i rii - ‘; qi+ 
j- 1 j=l 
ri, = Min. 
( 1.20a) 
(1.20b) 
(1.204 
Given any operator pattern 
PO” i 1 n-1 ’ 
we call each [A(r)], which follows from the rule (1.20) a A pattern 
belonging to [Ml,,. The mapping (1.20) of operator patterns onto A 
patterns is clearly many-to-one, in the general case. Suppose we now select 
any A pattern [A],, belonging to [Ml,. Then the set of Wigner operators 
)- all (I’),-, such that ’ [A(r)], =[ A],; CM),-, arbitrary (1.21) 
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defines the multiplicity set of Wigner operators having the prescribed 
pattern [A],. 
The multiplicity problem for irreducible tensor operators for U(n) is to 
understand and elucidate the structure which differentiates between the 
Wigner operators (1.19) belonging to the multiplicity set of a prescribed A 
pattern. In [34,35] it is conjectured that one such structure is the character- 
istic null space of the Wigner operator (1.19). That is, the set of all irrep 
spaces with labels [m] n such that 
for all Gel’fand patterns (m),- , and (M),- ,. The existence of such null 
spaces is assured by the properties of the intertwining number- the 
number of times an irrep [m’], is contained in the direct product [Ml,@ 
[ml,. This conjecture regarding characteristic null spaces can be stated as 
follows: 
CONJECTURE 1.22 (nesting of null spaces). Let (r,),(I’,), . . . , (r,) de- 
note the operator patterns belonging to a given multiplicity set, and let %( r,), 
k = 1,2,..., 9L denote the null spaces of the corresponding Wigner operator. 
Then, the operator patterns are simply ordered by the inclusion property 
s(r,) 3 9z(r,) 3 . . . 3 a(r,). (1.23) 
Conjecture 1.22 has been proven [35] for all the adjoint tensor operators 
in U(n). 
One should distinguish between the null space of an operator (the set of 
vectors annihilated by the operator), and the characteristic null space, (the 
set of (equivalence) classes of irreps annihilated by the operator.) 
If we consider the set of U(n - 1) Wigner operators as known, then in 
[ 15,351 it was shown that every set of U(n): U( n - 1) reduced Wigner 
coefficients 
satisfying suitable orthogonality relations defines a complete set of U(n) 
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Wigner operators by means of 
. bat-, 
I ) h'L* 
401 
where (y),- , is the (lexical) operator pattern which has [Ml,,-, in row 
n - 1 and (Y)~-* in the remaining n - 2 rows. That is, (y),- , is the 
operator pattern of the U(n - 1) Wigner coefficient. 
Conjecture 1.22 demonstrates the importance of the characteristic null 
spaces of U(n) Wigner operators. It follows from (1.25) that the character- 
istic null space properties of the U(n) Wigner operators are determined, in 
part, by the U(n): U{n - 1) reduced Wigner coefficients. In [15,35] 
U(n): U( n - 1) projective operators are used to study U(n): U( n - 1) 
reduced Wigner coefficients. 
Consider U(n) state vectors I(m), ) in which the U( n - 2) labels are 
taken to be maximal. Then the unit U(n): U(n - I) projective operator U-L, 
1 I WI, (1.26) W-l 
is that operator which effects the following transformation between maxi- 
mal states in CI(n - 2): 
i 
bin +Cw>l. 
bin-, +CWv)l.-1 
max I). 
(1.27) 
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In [ 15, 351 it was shown that every set of unit U(n): U(n - 1) projective 
operators satisfying a certain pair of orthogonality relations defines a 
complete set of U(n) Wigner operators through Eq. (1.25). The problem of 
defining completely all Wigner operators has thus been reduced to the 
problem of defining completely the unit U(n): U(n - 1) projective opera- 
tors for all n. 
The value of the matrix element of the extremal projective operator 
(1.26) is denoted by 
b4.+bw)l. 
b-d,-, +[AWl.-, 
(1.28) 
The final labels in the reduced matrix element (1.28) are implied by the 
initial labels. Accordingly, we may interpret a matrix element of a unit 
projective operator as defining a unit projective function. Thus, for arbi- 
trary operator patterns (I’) and (r’), we define a unit projective function 
[351 
(r) 
! I 
WI 
(r’) 
(1.29a) 
by giving its value on the set of all U(n) and I/(n - 1) irrep lab&, 
[ml, -[mln,m2.~...~m..]~ (1.29b) 
[m'ln-, -[m,,.-,,m,,,-,,...,m,-,,,-,l, (1.29~) 
which satisfy the Weyl branching law 
(1.29d) 
Furthermore, the value of the projective function (1.29) is defined to be 
zero unless [ml, + [A(r)], and [m’],-, + [A(Y)],-, satisfy the so-called 
lexical or “betweenness” conditions given by (1.3). Any other zeros of the 
projective function (1.29) are known as lexical zeros. 
[ 
(0 
WI 
(r’) 
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In order that the functional interpretation (1.29) reflect properly the 
matrix element multiplication property, it is necessary to define the pro- 
duct of two unit projective functions by 
DEFINITION 1.30. The product 
I (r”) (I-) Pf’l [Ml li I (I?“) (I-‘) (1.31a) 
is the function whose value is given by 
:[ 
w) 
= 
i I 
[ml + [v>l 
[“‘l ([m’i.-, +[A(I&, (r-q 
(1.31b) 
It is easily seen that the general rule is: Any unit projective function 
standing in a string of such functions gets evaluated on the labels [ml, and 
[&I,,- i shifted by the sum of all the upper and lower A patterns, respec- 
tively, of the functions standing to the right of it. One verifies immediately 
that the multiplication defined by (1.31 b) is associative, but, in general, 
noncommutative. 
In order to define the U(n) denominator function we must first consider: 
stretched Wigner operators; stretched operator patterns; and, the U(n) 
pattern calculus rules which give rise to the restricted pattern function 
(1.32) 
Stretched Wigner operators and operator patterns are defined by means 
of: 
DEFINITION 1.33 (Stretched Wigner Operators). A stretched Wigner 
operator is the unique Wigner operator in the multiplicity set (1.2 1) which 
has maximal null space. This definition makes sense because every Wigner 
operator is contained in exactly one multiplicity set, i.e., the multiplicity set 
corresponding to the weight [A(I)],, of its operator pattern (I). 
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DEFINITION 1.34 (Stretched Operator Pattern). An operator pattern (I’) 
is said to be stretched if it is the operator pattern of a stretched Wigner 
operator. A stretched operator pattern is denoted by (P,). 
The U(n) pattern calculus rules start with the two row vectors 
[A] =[A,,,A,,,...,A,,], (1.35a) 
and 
[A’] -[~,,n-,,A’,,.-,,...,A’,-,,,-,], (1.35b) 
whose components are integers, and determine a collection of algebraic 
factors which are then used to define the restricted pattern function (1.32), 
and certain other real-valued functions. The domain of all of these func- 
tions is the set of pairs ([ml,, [&I,-,) of irreps labels [ml,, and [m’]“-, 
which is subject to the equivalence relation: ([a],, [a’],- ,) is equivalent to 
([PI,,, I/3’],-,) if and only if there exist integers X, and X, such that the 
differences[a], - [P],and[a’],-, - [p’],-, areequal to[A,,...,h,].and 
[A,, . . . , h 2] n-, , respectively. 
The U(n) pattern calculus rules are given by: 
Rule 1. Write out two rows of labeled dots, as shown: 
. . . . . . . . . Town, (1.35c) 
123 n-2 n-l n 
. . . . . . . rown - 1. (1.35d) 
I 2 n-l n 
Rule 2. Draw arrows between dots as follows: Select a dot i in row n 
and a dotj in row n - 1. If Ai, > A,,,-,, draw Ai, - Ai,.-, arrows from 
dot i to dot j; if Aj,.-, > A,,, draw the arrows from dot j to dot i. Carry 
out this procedure for all dots in rows n and n - 1. Next, carry out the 
same procedure for dots within row n and dots within row n - 1. 
Rule 3. Assign the partial hook pi, to dot i, i = 1,2,. . . , n, in row n and 
P,,~-, to dotj, j = I,2 ,..., n - 1, in row n - 1. Note that pii= mij + 
j - i. 
Rule 4. In general, there will be several arrows going between two dots 
in (1.3%) and (1.35d). Assign to the first arrow the factor p(tai1) - p(head) 
+ e(tail), and to the rth arrow the factor 
p(tai1) -p(head) + e(tai1) + r - 1, (1.35e) 
where 
e(tai1) = 1, if tail of arrow on row n - 1, 
0, 
(1.35f ) = if tail of arrow on row n . 
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Note that p(tai1) and p(head) refer to the partial hook variables pij 
corresponding to the dots labeled “tail” and “head,” respectively. 
The collection of all arrows between two dots is known as an arrow 
pattern, and corresponds to the product of all the factors in (1.35e). Note 
that each arrow has been assigned a monomial in thepii’s. 
Rule 5. Define the products (N,:.-,)2, (N,,-,:n)2, (II,,)‘, and (II,-1)2 
by means of 
(N,: n- ,)’ = Iproduct of all factors for arrows going from row n to 
row n - I), 
t 1 .w 
(N,- ,: n)2 = Iproduct of all factors for arrows going from row n - 1 to 
row nl, 
(1.35h) 
( O,)2 = Iproduct of all factors for arrows going within row n I, 
(1.35i) 
(D,- ,)’ = (product of all factors for arrows going within row 
n - 1). 
(1.35j) 
Here, 1. . . ( denotes absolute value. 
By setting [ A(r)] n and [ A( r’) ] n _ 1 equal to [A] and [A’], respectively, 
the U(n) pattern calculus rules determine the restricted pattern function 
(1.32) by means of the relation 
= ItKn-, X Nn-,:n)/Dn-,I, (1.36) 
where [ml,, and [m’Jn-, are irrep labels. 
We now define the U(n) denominator function 
by means of the relation 
(1.37) 
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where (I,) is a stretched operator pattern; (M) is a maximal Gel’fand 
pattern, the left-hand side of (1.38) is the unit projective function given by 
(1.29), the restricted pattern function FR is defined by (1.36), and P is an 
integer that is uniquely defined by certain “phase” conventions [35]. 
Note that the denominator function is completely determined by (1.38). 
Moreover, the denominator function acts on the set of irreps labels 
{[M] ,,} subject to the equivalence relation: [ml,, is equivalent to [m’], if 
and only if there exists an integer X such that the difference [ml, - [ml], 
equals [A,..., h],. The irrep label [Ml,, appearing in the denominator 
function is arbitrary. 
The denominator function (1.37) may well play a basic structural role in 
resolving Conjecture 1.22. Indeed, it has been shown [ 16,17,36] that the set 
or irrep labels ([ml} on which the denominator function vanishes uniquely 
characterizes the stretched operator pattern r,, and conuersely. That is, the 
denominator function contains detailed information about the characteris- 
tic null spaces of Wigner operators. For this reason, the denominator 
functions have been studied extensively in [ 16,17,36]. 
The starting point for our work in this paper is the sum over paths 
formulation of the U(n) denominator function (1.37) which first appeared 
in [ 181. Before presenting this formulation of the general stretched U(n) 
denominator function we must review some facts about elementary de- 
nominator function [ 151. 
DEFINITION 1.39. The denominator function 
D [ws)l* 
i LPI7 . . ..Pn-.3] 1 ( 
~ * [AP""A"l 
[ PI,---, Pn-lJl 1 
(1.4Oa) 
is said to be elementary provided that there is a positive integer 1 less than 
n such that 
(i) exactly 1 of the Ai are 1 and the rest 0, 
(ii)p,=.*. =p,= landp,+,=...=p,-,=O. 
Note that (1.20) implies that 
(1.4Ob) 
ww 
A, +--- +A, =p, +pz +. - _ +P,,-1, (1.41) 
where pi and Ai are nonnegative integers. We also have the lexical relations 
p, 2p, 2 ** . 2p,-, 2 0, (1.42) 
since[p,,p,,..., p, _ , , 0] is an irrep label. 
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If the denominator function (1.37) is elementuv, then its value on the 
irreps label [ml,, is a polynomial in the partial hook variables pij = mij + j 
- i. This polynomial depends only on the delta pattern (or weight) 
[A ,, . . . , A,,] and the irreps label [ml,, and is constructed by means of the 
U(n) (denominator) pattern calculus rules [ 161 which we have given in 
(1.35). In fact, the elementary denominator function (squared) 
1 1 (b4J 2 (1.43) 
is equal to the absolute value of the product of all factors for arrows going 
within row n. That is, the expression in (1.43) is equal to (D,)2. 
It is often convenient to denote a delta pattern [A] by [a,, . . . , a,,], where 
the a, are nonnegative integers. The denominator function given by (1.40) 
is then written as 
D[ ( 
,...>U,] 
[f; . . . . l,. ,...) o] 1 WJ = %zl >.... 04n)~ 11.w 
where, as in Definition 1.39, exactly I of the a, are 1 and the rest are 0. Of 
course, (1.4Oc) also holds. 
Given that S is an Z-element subset of Z,, = ( 1,2,. . . , n}, we let 
A(S) =[u ,,..., a,] 
be the weight in which ui = 1 if i E S, and 0 otherwise. 
. . 
(1.45) 
As defmed m (1.44) and (1.45), d,(,, is the most general elementary U(n) 
denominator function that we will need to consider. The pattern calculus 
rules given in (1.35) immediately imply that 
[d,~s,([ml,)]2 = n II ItPin -Pjn)l 
iES jES’ 
= II ItPin -Pjn)l. II I(Pjn -Pin)13 
i<j j<i 
iES.jES jCS’,iES 
[4(s,(b41)]2 = II txij>’ II txij)3 t1.w 
i<j i<i 
iES.jES’ iE.S,jES 
where xii =pi,, - pi” are the proper Jymmetric variables with which to 
discuss the matrix elements of Wigner operators in X. This choice of 
variables xii will be essential in mything to follow. Therefore, let 
xij = pin - pjn . (1.47) 
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It is a direct consequence of (1.31) (1.36), and (1.38) that if [A] and [A’] 
are two weights corresponding to the operator labels [M] and [M’], 
respectively, then the U(n) denominator functions D 
are multiplied by the rule 
where ([ml, + [A’]) is the n-tuple obtained by componentwise addition of 
[ml,, and [A]. 
For elementary U(n) denominator functions such as those in (1 &I), the 
multiplication rule in (1.48) takes the form 
where [a] = [a,,. . .,a,] and [6] = [6,, . . . . 6,]. 
Formula (1.46) implies that if [b] = [b,, . . . , !I,,] is an arbitrary n-tuple of 
nonnegative integers, then 
[ dA(S)([mln + [bl)]2 = II Cxi, + bi - bj> txij + bi - ‘j). 
i<j 
iES,jES’ iES’,jES 
(1.50) 
Thus, the right-hand side of (1.49) can be expressed as a polynomial in the 
symmetric oariables {xij) by means of (1.46) and (1.50). 
In [37] the sum over paths formulation of the U(n) denominator function 
was put into the form of 
THEOREM 1.5 1 (Path sum formula). Zf 
is a stretched U(n) denominator function and {a,, . . . , ap,} is any fixed 
sequence of the positive integers k less than n in which exactly ( pk - pk+ ,) of 
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the a’s are k, then 
I( 
D [A,,-,A,] 
[PI, . . ..P”Jq 1 1 
~CmlJ -* 
(1.52) 
where the sum is over all ordered collections of subsets of I,, satisj?ing 
ll~vll = d and A($) +A@,) +.-a +A@,,) =[A]. 
Recalling (1.45) one can think of the sum in (1.52) as being taken over 
paths which join [0, . . . , 01, to [A,, . . . , A,,] = [A] by the succession of 
“steps” A( S,). 
Suppose that in (1.52) we havep, > p,+, and aPyp, = 1. Then, motivated by 
[16], it was observed in [37] that 
Ii D PI 1. p- ol (MJ -* P17P*,.*., n 1, 1 I 
,...,p/-- LP,+,Y.~Pn-IJJl 
1 I 
-2 
([ml, + AC9 4~s,(bl.) (1.53a) 
On the other hand, if in (1.52) we have pI > pI+, and (Y~ = I, then we 
likewise obtain 
Ii D PI 1 1 -2 [ PI7P2 ,...,Pn-,Jq (MA 
= 
CI d,,,,(bd. +[A] - A(S)) SCI, 
IlSll=l 
,p,- l,Pl,,~...J&l~Ol (1.53b) 
‘For a finite set S, by ljS[l we mean the cardinality of S. 
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In this paper we study the families of special cases of (1.53a) and (1 S3b) 
in which 
[PI ,P2 ,..., pn-*,o] =[p,4,...,4,0,...,01, (1.54a) 
4 > 0, n 2 3, I=/.&+ 1, (1.54b) 
where n is an integer between 1 and n - 2. The constraint pI > p,+, 
implies that the irrep label [p, q, . . . , q, 0,. . . ,O] in (1.54a) consists of one p, 
pq’s,andn-EL- 10’s. 
In order to simplify the families (1.54) of special cases of the recursion 
relations (1.53) we make use of invariant functions characterizing the 
stretched V(n) tensor operators 
i 
(0 
[PA . . . . q,o ,..., 01 * 
CM) 
) 
(1.55) 
These invariant functions are known as the stretched operator functions 
characterized by the operator irrep labels (p, q, . . . , q, 0,. . . ,O), and will 
be denoted by the symbol BG4 (n). Here, p gives the number of q’s appearing 
in the irrep label (p,q,.. .,q,O, . ..\O). and n refers to U(n). 
In order to define ,,Gr) we need the following formula which was 
established in [ 161. 
A,!A,! . . . A,,! 
= fi (Ai + Ai + I)! 
p! i (pi, -pi,, + Ai - Aj) iu‘-’ 
;;,g=pi , 
I J 
i<j- 1 
(1.56a) 
where 
pin= mi,+ n - i,and [A( =[A ,,..., A,]. (1.56b) 
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Just as in [16] and [37] we define ,,GJ”) by means of 
DEFINITION 1.57. Let n z 3. Then 
(1.58a) 
[p,q )...) q,o ,...) o] 
r n 
= (p - q)!lcRII(Pin -Pjn + Ai - A~)/‘,!‘z!**.‘,! 
I 
.,G,‘“‘(A ,,..., An;~,2,~23 ,..., x,-,,n,x,,,), (1.58b) 
where [A(r,)] = [A,, . . . , A,,], and xii = pin - pjn = min - mjn + j - i. 
Note that q determinesp since A, + . . . +A,, = p + pq, and we are given 
q, A, + . . . +A,, and ~1. 
It is clear from (1.47) that the n2 variables xii satisfy the following 
relations: 
xii = -xii, i <j, (1.59a) 
xii = 0, (1.59b) 
Xij = xi,i+l + Xi+l,i+2 + .‘. +xj-l,jt i <j, (1.59c) 
x1,2 + ‘2,3 + ‘*- +Xn-l,n + xn,I = 0. (1.59d) 
Note (1.59) implies that any variable xii can be written as a linear 
combination of x12, x23, . . . , x,- ,+. 
Let X denote the n by n matrix: 
X FE ((XJ) 3 ((xij + Ai)). (1.60) 
It is not hard to see that the matrix X uniquely determines the sets {Ai}, 
and {xij> of parameters and symmetric variables, respectively. The con- 
verse is clear. Thus, the function ,,G4 (n) which was defined by (1.58) may be 
defined implicitly by means of 
pGi”)(vAi,; ,Xi,i+l, ) = ,G;“)((xij + A;)) = ,G;“‘(X). (1.61) 
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Just as in [ 16, 371 the array X will prove to be the key to understanding 
the properties of the sGJ”)(X) function. (In [37] the array X was denoted 
by B z ((b,,,,,)) = ((xi, + A ;)), and X was used to denote the vector 
x = (X,*,X*3,.‘.‘Xn-,,“,Xn,l).) 
We now give a brief description of some of the main results about the 
invariant functions PGi”)(X) that we have obtained in this paper. 
In Section 2 we use (1.58) and (1.53) to show that each sequence of 
invariant functions 
Fn+ = { ,,G$“’ 3 1, PG’l”’ G’“’ “‘.‘P 9 ‘**. > 
= { PG;n)lq 2 0} (1.62) 
satisfies a pair of difference equations. (See (2.2a) and (2.2b).) That is, 
starting with PG6n) = 1, either difference equation uniquely determines the 
rest of the functions in the sequence F,,.,,. Of course, these families Fn+ of 
invariant functions are indexed by posittve integers n and k, with 1 I p I 
n - 2. We then indicate how the difference equations given by (1.53) lead 
to an inductive construction of the general stretched U(n) denominator 
function. 
The fact that ,,Gi”’ satisfies both difference equations (2.2a) and (2.2b) 
plays a key role in the proof (See Section 3) that PGi”‘(X) is invariant 
under a symmetry group of order 2( n !)*. This group can be described as 
follows: 
Let PGJ”) be defined implicitly as in (1.61). Then ,,Gi”)( X) is unchanged 
by a transposition or any permutation of the rows or columns of the n by n 
matrix (X) s ((xii + A,)). 
In Section 5 we show that the pair of difference equations in Section 2 
and the symmetries obtained in Section 3 imply that ,,Gi”‘(X) is a 
polynomiaf in the variables {xi, ] i # j} and { Ai 11 I i I n}. Since &Gi”) is a 
polynomial it is natural to inquire about its zeros. As a first orientation to 
the location of the zeros of PGJ”)(X) we establish, in Section 7, the 
following 
THEOREM 1.63. Let n 2 2. Then 
,G;“‘W)I x,,,B,=m, = o 
(1.64a) 
whenever 
(0 ml, m,, . . . , m,-, are nonnegative integers such that 
m,+m,+... +m,-, I q - 1, 
(1.64b) 
(ii) a~#a,,and/?‘#&,ifi#j, (1.64~) 
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(iii) there is no subset T = {(a;,, &,), . . . , (a;,, pi,) of {(q, &)I 1 
< i I n - p} such that the sets {cyi,, (yi2, . . . , ai,} and (l&d) 
{P;,, Pi,> . . . , P,,} are equal. 
The results that we have described above are direct generalizations of 
the symmetry properties [37] of the U(n) invariant function .-ZGJn)(X). 
However, the larger class of functions PGj”‘(X) which we study in this 
paper contains more information about the general stretched U(n) de- 
nominator functions and thus is of greater intrinsic interest in the physical 
problem of tensor operator constructions. 
By looking at the entire class of functions ,Gi”‘(X), and making full use 
of the results described thus far, we have been led, quite unexpectedly, to 
discover elegant new symmetry properties which significantly advance the 
work undertaken in [ 16,17,36,37]. These new symmetry properties form 
the basis for the partial validation of the conjecture [16, 181 that the general 
stretched U(n) denominator function is characterized by U(n) weight 
space patterns. 
The first of these symmetry properties can be stated as 
THEOREM 1.65. If one of the elements Xii in the (X) arrcly is zero, then 
the U(n) invariant function ,GJ”)( X) restricts to the U(n - 1) invariant 
junction PGJ”- “(X’), h w ere the new (n - 1) by (n - 1) array (X’) is 
obtained by deleting the ith row and jth column of the original n by n array 
(X). 
In Section 4 it is shown that Theorem 1.65 is a consequence of the 
difference equations in Section 2 and the symmetry relations for PGin)(X) 
in Section 3.. In proving Theorem 1.65 we verify that the (n - 1) by 
(n - 1) array (X’) implicitly defines an invariant function PGi”- “(X’) by 
means of (1.6 1). What is involved is a suitable change of variables which 
results from (1.59) (1.60) and the relation Xi, = 0. 
The remaining two “symmetry properties” involve the families F, , of 
the invariant functions ,GJ”‘( X). 
The first of these results is a remarkably simple formula for the poly- 
nomials ,G$“)(X). Indeed, in Section 6 we establish 
THEOREM 1.66. Let ,GI”)( X) be defined implicitly by means of (1.61). 
Then, 
,Gi”‘(X) = c - A,AjZ,iZji, (1.67a) 
1 <l<J:/l,l 
where 
zi, 3 Ai> if i = j, (1.67b) 
-Xij+ $ A,, ifi <j, (1.67~) 
v=j+ 1 
=A’,,+ i: A,, if i >j. (1.67d) 
v=i+ I 
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It is quite striking that the right-hand side of (1.67a) is totally symmetric 
(being equal to ,Gt”‘(X)) despite its clearly unsymmetrical appearance. 
This identity depends upon nearly all of our results in sections two through 
five for its proof. 
The balanced side of the U(3) analog [30] of Whipple’s transformation is 
the only known consistent generalization to q > 1 of Theorem 1.66. 
(Whipple’s theorem is perhaps the deepest result in the transformation 
theory of classical hypergeometric series.) 
The second symmetry property of ,Gi”‘(X) is an elegant, yet elemen- 
tary, geometrical interpretation of Theorem 1.63. In Section 7, we make 
use of Theorem 1.65 and results from [ 16,17,36] to show that the U((n) 
invariant function ,G,$“)( X) in general position (the Ai are sufficiently large 
and far apart) vanishes at each lattice point of the surface and interior of a 
regular (n - I)-simplex, each of whose edges contains exactly q lattice 
points. (Note that q = 1 has a degenerate simplex consisting of one point.) 
There are n! (n - 1)-simplexes of zeros. 
As an application of our results in this paper we hope to eventually 
prove Conjecture 1.22, and thus gain greater insight into the problem of 
explicitly constructing tensor operators. To this end, we are currently 
investigating the problem of generalizing Theorem 1.66 to the class of all 
,G;“‘( X). 
2. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR ,,Gi.“)(X) 
In this section we use (1.58) and (1.53) to show that each sequence of 
invariant functions given by (1.62) satisfies a pair of difference equations. 
That is, we prove 
THEOREM 2.1. Let ,Gi”)(A ,,..., A,,;xIZ ,..., x,,-,,n,~,,,) be defined us 
in (1.58). Then pG$“’ satisfies both of the difference quations 
= sTI (- l)-+‘)+Z(S). fi Jj ( Xjj) 
IlSll-P”+~ 
i=lj-1 
jES -1 
* i<$w, txi]). iciE, Cxij) 1 *,Gi’A’,(, A, - x(i E S), ; 3 Xi,i+ 1 iES,jCS’ iES,jES 
+ x(i E S) - x(i + 1 E S),), (2.2a) 
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and 
= 2 (-l)l*+‘+=(s). fJ )yI (Xii) 
SCI. ;==I j-1 
IlSll-P+ 1 iES -I 
’ 
i 
ic$l (xij+Ai-Aji)* ;j=, (Xii + Ai - Aj) 
i&S,jES’ iES’,jES 1 
.pGi”_)I(,Ai- X(i E S),; ,Xi,i+l>), (2.2b) 
where Z(S) denotes the sum of elements in the set S, Xii = xij + Ai, x(A) is 
one if statement A is true and zero if A is false, and 1 I ~1 I n - 2. 
Proof: We first note that if [ml, is replaced by ([ml,, + A(S)) then Xii 
becomes xii + x(i E S) - x(j E S). Using (1.50) and some algebraic 
simplification, it is then not hard to see that the substitution of (1.58b) into 
(1.53a) yields 
pGi”)(,Ai>; yXi,i+l*) (2.3a) 
= z ,Gjl),(,Ai - x(i E S),; ,x~,~+, + x(i E S) - x(i + 1 E S),) 
SCI, 
lIslI=P+l 
’ I 
-1 Ji, (‘ij)’ , , (‘ij) 
iES,jES’ iGS’,jES 1 
* iFs(‘i)* i<t, (Xii + Ai) ijx, (Xii + Ai) 
i,jES iES’,jES 
. 
1. 
,<t ,(xij - Aji)* i<t, (Xii - Aj) * ‘s 
i,jES iES,jCS’ I 
(2.3b) 
I (2.3~) 
(2.3d) 
Recalling (1.59a) it is clear that 
io’-, Cxij + ‘ji)* (2.4) 
idj-1 
iJES ijES 
ii (xii - Aj) = (- 1) (“3. fJ 
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By a straightforward counting argument we obtain 
P+1 
fi (xij - Aj) = (- ‘)(n(r+‘)- 2 ( ) -‘(‘)). 
i<j=l 
fi (xi; + A,). 
i<j= 1 
iES,jES’ iES,jES’ 
(2.5) 
To see why (2.5) is true we count the number of ordered pairs in the set 
A = {(i,j)ll I i <j I n,i E S,andj E SC}. (2.6) 
To this end, let SC = {jr, j,, . . . ,jneP- ,}. Now define the sets A, by means 
of 
A,= {(i,j)ll I i<jIn,iE {jv-,+ l,jV-,+2,...,j,- l>, 
and j E {jv,ju+l,...,jn--p--l}, 
where j, = 0, and 1 I v I n - p - 1. It is clear that A is the digoint union 
of the A,, and that 11 A, /I equals (j, - jV-, - l)(n - p - v). Thus, 
n-p- 1 
II4 = IX (A-.A-, - l)(n-rv) 
u=l 
=- ( 1 YCL+Y v=l 
II4 = {nb + 1) - (‘i ‘) - w). (2.7) 
Equation (2.5) now follows immediately from (1.59a), (2.6) and (2.7). 
The difference equation (2.2a) is established by observing that (2.4) 
(2.5) and some algebra implies that the product of all the products in 
(2.3~) and (2.3d) is simply 
t-11 
n(p+ I)+q.v . fi fi (~;j + Ai). 
i=l j=1 
/ES 
The proof of (2.2b) is similar to that of (2.2a). 
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By (1.50) and some algebra we find that the substitution of (1.58b) into 
(1.53b) leads to 
pG;n)(,A;,; x,,j+,,) (2.8a) 
= Ix PG;nf,(,A, - x(i E S),;,x;,;+r,) 
SCI, 
/ISI/=l*+l 
1 
-I IYI (xij+A;-Aji)* ;<YIl (Xij+Ai-Aj) 
i<j= I 
iES,jES’ iES,jES 
(2.8b) 
. n (Ai). i (xii + Ai). ii (xii + A;) (2.8~) 
iES i<j= 1 i<j= I 
i,jES iES,jES’ I 
(2.8d) 
By replacing S by S’ and (p + 1) by (n - y - 1) we find that (2.5) 
implies 
fi (xij _ A~) = (- 1)-(p:2)+“s’- fi (Xii + Aj). (2.9) 
i<j=I i<j- 1 
iES’,jES iES,jES. 
That is, if B is the set of ordered pairs given by 
B = {(i,j)ll I i <j I n,i E S’,andj E S}, (2.10) 
then, 
(2.11) 
We finish the proof of the difference equation (2.2b) by observing that 
(2.4), (2.9) and some algebra imply that the product of all the products in 
(2.8~) and (2.8d) is 
t-11 
p+l+z(s) 
’ ,it PI txij + ‘i)* (Q.E.D.) 
IES 
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Note that the term in (2.2a), which corresponds to the set S, has a factor 
that is equal to the product of all the entries in the columns, indexed by S, 
of the X-array. A similar statement with columns replaced by rows holds 
for (2.2b). 
The p = n - 2 case of Theorem 2.1 appears in [37]. The y = 1 case of 
Theorem 2.1 (which we will need in Sections 6 and 7) takes the form 
=- Z 
I li<jln 
(AiAjXijXji)* ;Ti, [ (XkiXkj)/ (XkiXkj)] 
k#i,j 
*lGi!)l(,Ak - X(k E S;j),; YXk,k+l + X(k E Sij) 7 X(k + 1 E Sij>,) 
(2.12a) 
and 
,G$‘)(,Akr ; &,k+,,) 
E- 
2 
1 $i<jsn 
(AiAjxijxji)* k”l, [ cXikXjk) 
k#i,j 
/ cXik + Ai - Ak)(Xjk + Aj - Ak)] 
.lG~“_)l(,Ak-X(k ESij),;,Xk,k+l,), (2*12b) 
where S,., denotes the set Sij = {i,j}, and Xij = xij + Ai. 
Observe that for q = 0 the left-hand side of (1.58a) is equal to the factor 
in front of ,G$“‘(, Ai, ; , xi i+ ,, ) on the right-hand side. Hence, the boundary 
condition for both difference equations (1.53a) and (1.53b) is 
pGg)(,Ai,; yxi,i+l,) E 1. (2.13) 
It is immediate from (2.12a) and (2.13) that 
,G(i3)( 9Ai 7 ; 9 Xi i+ 1 . ) 
= -AlA~X12X2,.(X31X32)/ (~31x32) 
- 4A,X13X31~(X21X23)/ (~21x23) 
- A2A3&3X32(X,A3)/ (~12x13). (2.14) 
The relations in (1.59) imply that the rational function given by (2.14) is 
actually a polynomial. Indeed, 
= -A,A2X,z&, - &A3&3X31 - bA3X23X32 
- A,A2A3(A1 + A, + A3). (2.15) 
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If we consider U(4) instead of U(3) we find that (2.12a), (2.13), and 
(1.59) lead to 
IG{4’(,A;v; ,xi i+l, , ) 
= -A1A*X,J21 - A,A3X13X31 - W3&3X32 
- A,A,X,,X4, - W4X24X42 - A3A4X34X43 
- A,A2AJ(Ai + A2 + A3) - A,AzA4(A, + A, + A,) 
- A,A3A4(A, + A3 + A4) - A,A,A,(A, + A, + A4) 
- 2A,A,A,A,. (2.16) 
Theorem 1.66, which we prove in Section 6, is equivalent to a U(n) 
generalization of (2.15) and (2.16). 
Although we show in Section 5 that ,,Gi”‘(X) is always a polynomial in 
(Ai} and {xii>, even writing down ,Gg)(X ) in a form similar to (2.15) or 
(2.16) already presents a formidable calculation. It can, however, be 
accomplished irectly from (2.12a), (2.15), and (1.59) with the result 
,GP’( Ai,; 9~; i+l, , ) 
= Mh, - lP,(A, - W,,(X,~ - W,,(X,, - 1) 
+ MA, - l)A,@, - W,,(X,, - 1)X3,(X3, - 1) 
+ AdA2 - l)A,(A, - W,,(&, - 1)X32(X3, - 1) 
+ 2A,W,(A, - 1)X12X21X13X31 
+ WW,(A, - WW=b,&,X32 
+ 24W,@, - W,,X3,X,,X3, 
+ 2(A, + AZ + A3 - lM,(A, - I@,(& - lP,X,,Xm 
+ 2(A, + AZ + A, - l)A,(A, - l)A,(A, - l)A,X,,X,, 
+ 2(A, + AZ + A3 - l)A1,(A, - l)A,(A, - l)A,X,,X,, 
+ A,(A, - l)A,(A, - l)A,(A, - l)(A, + A2 + A3)(A, + AZ + A3 - 1). 
(2.17) 
The direct calculation of ,GP)( X) is an almost impossible task. However, 
symmetry properties of ,Gr)( X) are used in [ 17,301 to give an indirect 
derivation of an explicit formula for ,Gf)( X) which is similar to (2.15) and 
(2.17). 
We close this section by indicating how the difference equations given 
by (1.53) lead to an inductive construction of the general stretched V(n) 
denominator function. 
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For example, suppose that we want to calculate 
D PI 
( [ ) P,,PZY.#-,Jq ' 
(2.18) 
where 
PI =P2=” * =p,, >p,,+, =*** =PI, >P/,+1 =*** 
=p,, >p,,+, =. . * =pn-1 > 0, 
with 1 < 1, < 1, < I, < . . . < I, < n - 1. 
Since [daCs,([nr], + [6])12 is given by (1.50), then (1.53a), with I = (n - 
l), reduces the calculation of (2.18) to that of 
,...>Pn-1 - LO] ’ 
where A(S) is defined by (1.45). Iteration of (1.53a) is well defined as long 
as the irrep labels 
[p, - l,P,- l,...,P,- LP,,,Y..,P,-,Jq 
occurring in the denominator functions on the right-hand side obey the 
lexical relations 
p, - 1 2 p2 - 1 2 *. . 2 p, - 1 2 p,+, 2 *. * 2 p,-1 2 0. 
That is, p,,-, iterations of (1.53a), with 1 = (n - l), enable us to calculate 
(2.18) once we have found 
D 
[A’] 
LPI -pn-,,p2 -p, -,I..., P,,-P,+%*JI1 * (2*19) 
Just as (2.19) determines (2.18) we find that (p,, - p,- ,) iterations of 
(1.53a), with I = I,, enable us to find (2.19) once we know 
! 
IA”] “[ I p, -p/,,p2 - P/,t..*,P/(,-,, -PI,J)~.Jq . (2.20) 
In general it is not hard to see that (p,, - p,*+,) iterations of (1.53a), 
with I = p,,, determine 
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once we know 
p/,,p2 -P,,,...,P,,-, -P1*J),*.Jq . 
(2.22) 
The above remarks involving (2.18)-(2.22) reduce the computation of 
(2.18) to that of 
p/,,p2 - Pj2’. *. >PI, - P12)O) -‘Ol . (2.23) 
Since p, - p,, = . . . = p,, - P,~, it is clear that (p, - p[,) iterations of 
(1.53a) reduce the computation of (2.23) to that of 
(2.24) 
To see why the left-hand side of (2.24) equals 1 simply set p = A, = A2 
= . . . = A,, = 0 in (1.56a). 
An inductive construction of the general stretched U(n) denominator 
function is obtained by reversing all of the above steps which led from 
(2.18) to (2.24). 
Remark 2.25. The difference equations (2.2a) and (2.2b) make sense 
even when p = 0. Indeed, in this case, they have the common solution 
oG;“‘(X) z (A, + A2 +. . * +A,, - q + I& rp!. 
3. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF ,GJ”)(X) 
In this section we use techniques from [ 16, 17,371 to prove the symmetry 
properties of G(“‘( X). 
At this pomt’it is convenient to observe that if i, j, and k are any 
integers, not necessarily in increasing order, such that 1 I i,j, k I n, then 
xii + Xjk = Xik. 
Equation (3.1) is an immediate consequence of (1.47). As noted in [37], 
(3.1) is also a direct consequence of (1.59). 
As an application of (2.2a) and (2.2b), we now prove: 
THEOREM 3.2 (Transposition Symmetry). Suppose that 
& s Ai and , Xi ;+., = x;+~ , + A,,, - Ai. (3.3a) 
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Then, 
G(“)(,Ai,;,~;,;+l,) =pG~n)(t;i;,;r’i,i+l’)’ c q 
and 
xi E xii + iii = xii + A,. s Xii. (3.3c) 
Proof: Note that (3.3b) is clearly true when q equals 0. To prove (3.3b) 
we use (2.2a), (2.2b), (3.1), and induction on q. 
Keeping in mind (3.1) and (3.3a), we see that 
xii = xji + Aj - hi. (3.4) 
The relation (3.4) immediately gives (3.3c), as well as 
xij + hi - hj = xii. (3.5) 
The relations (3.3a), (3.3$ (3.4), (3.5), (2.7), and (2.11) imply that if Ai 
and xii are replaced by Ai and Xii, respectively, then the difference 
equation given by (2.2b) becomes 
pGi”)(,Ai,; ,xi+l,i + Ai+l - Ai) 
= szI (- p+‘)+X(S). i fi (Xii) 
Ilsll-;+1 
i-l j-l 
jES 
* 
i 
-1 
ijs, Cxij). ije, Cxij) 
iES,jES’ iE.YJES I 
*pGJ?,(,Ai- X(i E S),;,~i+l,i+ A;+*- A,,)* 
(3.6) 
By induction, each of the ,GJ1), functions on the right-hand side of (3.6) 
satisfies the symmetry relation (3.3b). If in (3.3b), we replace q, Ai, and 
Xi,i+l by q - 1, (Ai - x(i E S)), and (x~+,,~ + Ai+, - Ai), respectively, 
then we obtain 
pGi”_),(,Ai - x(j E S),; ,Xi+l,i + Ai+l - Ai,) 
= PG;:),(,Ai - x(i E S),; ,x~,~+, + x(i E S) - x(i + 1 E S),). 
(3 -7) 
In view of (3.7), the right-hand side of (3.6) is none other than the 
right-hand side of (2.2a). Thus, (3.6), (3.7), and (2.2a) immediately give 
(3.3b), and the proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 3.8. We have just seen that (2.2a) and (2.2b) imply (3.3b). It is 
also the case that any two of the relations (2.2a), (2.2b), and (3.3b), imply 
the third. 
In a similar way that we showed (3.3b), we now use (2.2a) to prove: 
THEOREM 3.9 (Row Symmetry). Let (I be any permutation of the n-set I,,, 
and suppose that : 
& E AoCi) + xDoji and xi ;+, = xi ;+,. (3.1Oa) 
Then, 
and 
Proof. Note that (3.1Ob) is clearly true when q equals 0. To prove 
(3.10b), we use (2.2a), (3.1), and induction on q. 
Equation (3.1Oc) follows immediately from (3.1) and (3.1Oa): 
Ai + Js;j = A,(i) + X,(i); + Xij = A,(i) + Xa(i)j. (3.11) 
Note that 
(3.12) 
i-l j-1 i-l j=l 
jES jES jES 
The relations (3.1), (3.10a), (3.1Oc), (3.1 l), and (3.12) imply that if hi and 
xii are replaced by Ei and Xij, respectively, then the difference equation 
given by (2.2a) becomes 
pGi”‘(, A (i) + Xa(i)iT ; 9 Xi,i+ I 9) 
= sz, (- lp+‘)+QS). fJ fi (Xjj) 
WI-11; 1 
i-1 j-1 
jES 
-I 
-I 
ii 
i<j= 1 
’ jc, txij) 
iES,jEF iES.jES I 
.pG$‘i)l(,A,(i) + x.(;y - x(i E S),; ‘Xi,;+1 + x(i E S) 
- x(i + 1 E S),). (3.13) 
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By induction, each’ of the ,GJ?), functions on the right-hand side of 
(3.13) satisfies the symmetry relation (3.10b). If in (3.lOb), we replace CT, q, 
Ait and xi,,+, by a-‘, 4 - 1, (A,(i) + x,,(;), - x(i E S)), and (Xi,i+l + x(i 
E S) - x(i + 1 E S)), respectively, then we obtain 
rGJI)I(yA,(i) + X,(,)i - x(i E S), ; jXi,i+l + x(i E S) - x(i + 1 E S),) 
=pGJ~‘~(~Aa(a-l(i)) + Xo(aml(i)),a-l(i) - x(0-‘(i) E S) 
+ x,-I(~)~ + x(6’(i) E S) - x(i E S), ; ,xi,i+, 
+ x(i E S) - x(i + 1 E S),) 
=PG$L),(,Ai - x(i E S),;,xi,;+, + x(i ES) - x(i + 1 E S),). 
(3.14) 
It is clear from (3.14), that the right-hand side of (3.13) is simply the 
right-hand side of (2.2a). Thus, (3.13) (3.14), and (2.2a) immediately give 
(3.lOb), and the proof of Theorem 3.9 is complete. Q.E.D. 
The symmetries of ,Gi”)(X), which we have obtained in (3.3b) and 
(3.lOb), are generators of a group of symmetries of PGi”‘(X). 
By applying (3.3b), and then (3. lob), and finally, (3.3b) to ,,Gi.“‘( X), we 
obtain: 
THEOREM 3.15 (Column Symmetry). Let u be any permutation of the 
n-set I,,, and suppose that 
3; = Ai + xio(;) and ‘i,i+ I E Xo(i)a(i+ I)* (3.16a) 
Then, 
and 
xj E zi,j + h; = xiocj) + Ai = X;Oci,. (3.16~) 
ProoJ: To obtain (3.16b), we apply (3.3b), (3.lOb), and then (3.16b), in 
this order, to rGJ”)(X). This composition yields 
pGi”)(TAi,; rXt.j+~t) 
=pGJ”‘(,A,*; ‘X;+l,i + Ai+1 -- Ai,) (3.17) 
=pG$“‘(,A, + X,,(i)>; ,Xi+l,; + Ai+l - A;,) 
(3.18) 
= pGin)(T Ai + Xio(i)> ; 7 x,(i)o(i+ I),)* (3.19) 
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In passing from (3.17) to (3.18), we observed that if Xi,i+, = x~+,.~ + 
‘i+l - Ai, then 
X,(i); = ~;a(/) + Ai - *o(i)* 
Going from (3.18) to (3.19) we used the identity 
Xo(i)o(r+ I) = xo(i)i + xi,i+l + Xi+l.o(r+ I)’ 
Both of these facts are immediate consequences of (3.1). 
Equation (3.16~) follows directly from (3.16a) and (3.1). Q.E.D. 
Combining Theorems 3.9 and 3.15 immediately leads to: 
THEOREM 3.20 (Row and Column Symmetry). Let u and p be any 
permutations of the n-set I,,, and suppose that 
zi = *m(i) + xo(i)p(t) 
and 
Then, 
‘i.i+ I = xp(i)p(i+ I)’ (3.2la) 
Furthermore, if o G p, then: 
pGi”)(,A;,; ,X,,,+I>) =pG$“)(,*o(i)>; ,Xo(i)a(i+l),). (3.2ld) 
Proof. By using (3.1) it is not hard to see that (3.21b) is obtained by 
applying (3.16b) to (3.10b). Equation (3.2ld) is immediate from (3.2lb). 
We complete the proof by observing that (3.2la) and (3.1) give (3.21~). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.22. The symmetry expressed by (3.2ld) generalizes Lemma 1 
of [ 171. In [ 171, xi was defined by means of: xi = xJk (i, j, k cyclic). To 
express Lemma I of [ 171 in the same form as (3.21d) we let x,,(~) = x,(~)~(~,. 
Theorems 3.20 and 3.2 may be combined to give: 
THEOREM 3.23 (Row, Column, and Transposition Symmetry). Let u and 
p be any permutations of the n-set I,,, and suppose that 
‘i z *o(i) + xo(i)p(i) 
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and 
xi,i+~ E xo(i+l)e(;) + A,(,+,) - Ao(i)* (3.24a) 
Then, 
~G~“‘(,Ai,;,Xi,i+~)=~G~n’(~~i,;~’i,i+~) 
= pGi")( 9 Ao(i) + Xo(i)p(i)y ; F Xa(i+ I)a(i) 
+ Ao(i+ 1) - Aa(i)‘)’ (3.24b) 
ProoJ: By using (3.1), it is not hard to see that (3.24b) is obtained by 
applying (3.3b) to (3.21b). The proof is finished by noting that (3.24a) and 
(3.1) give (3.24c). Q.E.D. 
As mentioned earlier, the symmetries of ,Gi”)(X), which we have 
obtained in (3.3b) and (3.10b), generate a group. This group is described 
by: 
THEOREM 3.25. The symmetries of ,Gi”‘(X), which are generated by 
compositions of the symmetries in (3.3b) and (3. lob), form a group. This group 
is of order 2(n!)2, and its elements are given explicitly by (3.21b) and (3.24b). 
Proof. For convenience, we denote the symmetries in (3.21 b) by ordered 
pairs (u, p) of permutations. The symmetry in (3.3b) is known as T. With I 
the identity permutation, the symmetries in (3. lob) are denoted by (y, I). 
Finally, by T(a, p), we mean the symmetries in (3.24b). 
By construction, each of the symmetries given by (a,~) or T(a, p) is 
generated by compositions of T and (y,I). It is clear that the set G,,, 
consisting of the symmetries {(a, p)} and {T(u, p)}, has 2(n!)2 elements. 
Since G, contains T and {(y, I)}, we finish the proof by showing that G,, is 
closed under composition with T or {(y, I)}. To this end, observe that (3.1) 
implies: 
(i) (u, p) or T(u, p), applied to T, is T(p, a) or (p, a), respectively, 
(ii) (a,~) or T(u,p), applied to (us 0, is (Y(U), P) or T(Y(u),P), 
respectively, 
and (iii) T’ 
applied to (a, p) or T(u, p), is T(u, p) or (a, p), respectively, 
(iv) (Y, 0 applied to (a,~) or T(u,P), is (o(Y),P) or T(u,P(Y)), 
respectively. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.26. Let ,Gi”‘(X) be defined implicitly by (1.61). Then, 
,Gi”)( X) is unchanged by a transportation or any permutation of the rows or 
columns of the n X n matrix X in (1.60). 
Remark 3.27. The n = 3 case of Theorem 3.26 is equivalent to Proposi- 
tion 1 of [17]. Indeed, in [17], ,Gy,(, Ai, ; , x~,~+ ,,) is defined by means of 
the 3 by 3 matrix 
c 
x,1 x3* x23 A, A3 + x32 A2 + xZ3 
-l 
M(x) = X,, X,, X3, = A2 A, + xl3 A2 + x3, . (3.28) 
x33 x2, x,2, $3 A2 + x2, AI + XI2 
That is, 
lGf)(yAiy; ,Xi,i+~. ) E ,Gf)(M(X)) = ,Gf’(X). (3.29) 
Now, Proposition 1 of [ 171 states that ,Gf)( M( X)) is unchanged by a 
transposition or any permutation of the rows or columns of the 3 by 3 
matrix M(X). It is not hard to see that any transformation of the variables 
{Xii}, induced by a transposition or any permutation of the rows or 
columns of M(X), can also be obtained by a suitable composition of 
analogous transformations of the matrix A’. The reverse implication is 
clear. That is, Proposition 1 of [ 171 and the n = 3 case of Theorem 3.26 are 
equivalent. 
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It is not hard to see that (3.21c), (3.24c), and Theorem 3.25 immediately 
imply: 
Our study of the zeros of ,Gi”‘( X) (see Section 7) is simplified by the 
fact that ,,G~“,( X) has central symmetry in the barycentric (Mobius) plane 
{x,2,x23v-**? x,,}. In fact, there is a center of symmetry at the point 
Lxi,;+,) = (@i+, - A;)P,). (3.30) 
Define new variables Zi,i+, by means of 
iii+, =xii+, , + (Ai - Ai+ 1 l/2* 
Note that {.?i,i+,} satisfy the barycenter condition 
(3.31) 
XI.2 + . . . +X,-,,n + x,,, = 0. (3.32) 
The central symmetry of @G;“)(X) about the point (3.30) in the M&us 
plane {x~,~+ ,} is a direct consequence of: 
THEOREM 3.33 (Central Symmetry). Define $I?;“’ by means of 
pei”)(,Ai,; *‘i,i+lv) E pGi”)(,Ai,; ,Pi,i+l - (Ai - Ai+,)/2,). 
(3.34a) 
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Then, 
pGJ”)(,A;r;,g;,i+l,) =pGi”)(,A;,;, -‘i,i+l~)* (3.34b) 
That is, ,Gi”‘( X) has central symmetty in the batycentric (Miibius) plane 
{xi,;+ ,). There is a center of symmetry at the point (3.30). 
Proof. It is clear from (3.31) (3.34a), and Theorem 3.2 that 
~~~“‘(>A;~; yg.r,r+]T) =pGi”)(>Ai,; ~Xi,i+l~) 
=pGi”)(,Ai,; 9 -Xi,;+1 + Ai+, - Ai,) 
=rGi”)(>Ai>; 3 -zi,i+k - (A; - Ai+,)/2,) 
=p’$“)(>A;T; 9 -ii,;+*,). 
Thus, pGJ”)(, Ai, ; 3 2; i+ 1, ) shows central symmetry about the origin 
(, i,,;+ i,) = 0. But, this is clearly equivalent to ,Gi”‘( X) having central 
symmetry about the point (3.30). Q.E.D. 
As we have seen, the X-array ((xii + A,)) plays an important role in the 
formulation of the symmetry properties of ,,Gi”‘(X). In addition, the 
X-array has an interesting symmetry of its own: 
Proposition 3.35. Let u be any permutation of I,,. Then, 
(3.36) 
ProoJ: It is immediate from (1.47) and (1.60) that 
i ‘50,“) = i A, + i P,,, - i: p,(v),, = i: 4. Q.E.D. 
v=I P=l Y= I v=l v-1 
Remark 3.37. Equation (3.36) is reminiscent of the conditions imposed 
upon a magic square in which the row and column sums are all equal. 
Indeed, if u is any permutation of I,,, let ((uij)) denote the permutation 
matrix (( x(j = a(i)))). Recall that the Schur product of two matrices 
((a,i)) and ((pi,)) is the matrix ((yij)), where yij = aijpij. Then, eq. (3.36) 
immediately implies that the sum of the entries in the Schur product of the 
matrices ((uij)) and ((Xii)) is independent of (I. That is, for any (I, the sum 
of the n entries in (( Xij)), which correspond to nonzero entries in ((uij)), is 
always A, + A, + . . . + A,, . This “permutation magic square property” is 
known as the “permagic square property” of (( Xij)). We say that ((Xii)) is 
permagic in U(n). Note that for n = 3, the permagic square property of X 
is equivalent to the magic square property of the 3 by 3 array M(X) of 
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(3.28). For n > 3, however, the n! constraints of the permagic square X are 
more restrictive than the 2n conditions imposed upon an n by n magic 
square. 
4. THE INCLUSION PROPERTY OF ,Gi”)( X) 
The inclusion property of ,,Gi”)(X) refers to Theorem 1.65. This theo- 
rem, which involves both rGJ”’ and CC”-‘), is basic to our study of the Ir 4 
zeros of rGJ”)(X). Before proving this result we need to make some 
preliminary remarks about the n by n array (X). 
Recall that a U(n) array (X ) is defined by means of: 
DEFINITION 4.1 ( u(n) array (X)). Let n 2 2. Then 
(X) E (( Xii)) E ((Xii + Ai))> 
where 
A; E W, x,u ,I, lliln, 
x,j= -xji, i <j, 
xi; EE 0, lliln, 
Xik = xii + Xjk, 1 I i,j,k I n. 
(4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
(4.2~) 
(4.2d) 
(4.2e) 
Remark 4.3. A U(n) array (X) satisfying (4.2) is transformed by the 
symmetry relations of Section 3 into a new U(n) array (x) which also 
satisfies (4.2). For example, the. row and column symmetry of (3.21) 
transforms ((Xij)) = ((xij + A;)) into ((xj)) = ((x,(+,(~) + AOCi,)). If 
xii and Ai satisfy (4.2) then it is not hard to show that both Fj, = xPCi)PCj) 
and a; = An(i) + x,,(;)~(;) also satisfy the conditions in (4.2). That is, if the 
rows and columns of a U(n) array (X) are permuted by (I and p, 
respectively, then the resulting array is also a U(n) array for suitable 
choice of Ai and xii. 
Remark 4.4. Just as the symmetry relations of Section 3 transform 
U(n) arrays into U(n) arrays, deleting the i th row and jth column from a 
U(n) array ((Xap)) yields a U(n - 1) array (X’). To see this, first note that 
(X’) = (W,p))t (4.5a) 
where 
X’a, = xa.p, if1 Ia<iandl </3<j, (4.5b) 
= XaJ3+l, if1 <a<iandj<p<n, (4.5c) 
= xa+*,p, ifi<cu<nandl <p<j, (4.5d) 
= Xa+lJ3+I if i I (Y < nandj I /? < n. (4.5e) 
x;, = zap + ii,, 
where 
qfl = xa,/j, if 1 S a,/? <j, 
=x 01./3+ I’ if 1 I a < jandj I p < n, 
= xtI+l./3’ ifjIa<nandl </3<j, 
= xa+l,~+I~ ifj I a,/3 < n, 
and 
3, = A,, if1 Ia<i, 
= A a+l + Xa+l,a, ifi I a <j, 
= A a+19 ifj < a < n, 
when i < j, 
ii,= A,, if1 Ia<i, 
= A CT+19 ifiIa<n, 
when i = j, and 
ii, = A,, if 1 I a <j, 
= A, + Xa,u+l, ifj I a < i, 
= A Cl+17 ifiIa<n, 
when i > j. 
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It is a direct consequence of (4.2) and (4.5) that 
(4.6) 
(4.7a) 
(4.7b) 
(4.7c) 
(4.7d) 
(4.8a) 
(4.8b) 
(4.8~) 
(4.9a) 
(4.9b) 
(4.10a) 
(4. lob) 
(4.1Oc) 
It is clear that Xas and Aa, defined in (4.7)-(4.10), satisfy the conditions 
given by (4.2). That is, (X’) is a U(n - 1) array. 
Theorem 1.65 is a direct consequence of the symmetries of Section 3 and 
THEOREM 4.11. 
pG;n)(X)I,a/, =pC~n-‘)(A,,...,An-,;~~2,~~3,...,~,-~,n-,,~, --I,,) 
= pG;“-‘)( X’), (4.12) 
where the entries of the (n - 1) by (n - 1) urrcly (X’) are given by (4.6), 
(4.7), and (4.9) with i = j = n. Furthermore, (X’) may be obtained by deleting 
the nth row and column from (X). 
Proof: We show the first part of (4.12) by making use of (2.2a) and 
induction on q. To this end, note that if n E S then 
ii ii ( Xij)IX,,-A,-O = O. (4.13) 
i-1 j-1 
jES 
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Furthermore, if X,,, zz A, = 0 and n B S then 
-I 
i 
n-l n-l n-1 
= II II txij)’ ,I_r,Cxnj) 
;=, j=, 
jES jES I 
n-l It-1 n-1 
* )J, tXin)* II txij) II 
i<j= I iQ= I 
iES iES,jE(I,-, -S) iE(I.-1 -S),jES 
txij) 
n-l n-l [ n-l n-1 
--I 
--I 
= (-q(r+‘f. l-I n (Xii). 
i-1 j-1 I 
II txij)’ i<E, Cxij) ’ 
i<j= I 
jES iES,jES’ iES’,jES 
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(4.14) 
It is an immediate consequence of (2.2a), (4.13), and (4.14) that 
pGi”)(yAi* ; ~Xi.i+l~)Ix,,=o 
n-l n-l 
= ,z- (- l)(“-‘Hr+‘f+-s) I-I l-J (Xii) 
n I i=l j=l 
IISII=cr+’ jES 
I 
- -1 
n-l n-l 
* II (xii). ,II, (xii) *pGJF),(,Ai- x(i E SIT; yXi,i+l 
ia- I 
iES,jES’ iES’.jES 
+ x(i E S) - x(i + 1 E S),)IAm=O. (4.15) 
Since x(n E S) = 0, the inductive hypothesis implies that 
,G~1’,(,Ai- x(i E S), ;,X;,i+l+ x(i E S) - x(i + 1 E S),)l~,=o 
=,GJ!;‘)(,A,- x(i E S),;,X~,~+,+ x(i E S) - x(i + 1 E S),). 
(4.16) 
But now, (2.2a) and (4.15) imply that the right-hand side of (4.15) is 
simply 
pG~n-‘)(A,,...,A,-,;~,~,~23,...,~,-l,n-,r~,-,,,). (4.17) 
Thus, the first part of (4.12) is verified. 
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The second part of (4.12) follows immediately from (1.60) (1.61), and 
Remark 4.4. Q.E.D. 
By symmetry there is nothing special about setting X,, equal to zero. 
Indeed, Theorem 3.20 combined with Theorem 4.11 yields: 
THEOREM 4.18. 
where 
=pG~n-1)(,1,...,,n-1;X12, . . . . X,eZn-, jT,-, ,), 9 9 1 
(4.19a) 
and 
(i ,,...r in-,) 
= (Al,...,Ar-lTA;+l +x;+l,i>...,Aj 
+Xj,,-,‘Aj+,)...,An), ifi <j, (4.19c) 
= (A,,...,A,-,,Aj+l,Aj+,,...,A,), 
ifi =j, (4.19d) 
= (A,,...,Aj-,>Aj + X/,j+l,*..,Ar-l+ Xi-l,;,A;+l,...‘An) 
ifi >j. (4.19e) 
ProoJ: Let T be the transformation in (3.21) which permutes the rows 
and columns of the U(n) array (X) by u and p, respectively, where 
u = (i,i + l,..., n), (4.20a) 
and 
p = (j,j + l,..., n). (4.20b) 
Suppose that (x) = (T(X)). Then, since (x),,,, = Xii, Theorem 3.20 im- 
mediately implies that 
pG:“)Wx,,=o = ,G~“‘(T(X)h,,=, = pG~R)(~)I~~,,,=o~ (4.21) 
Theorem 3.20 and the choice of u and p in (4.20) imply that 
,G~“‘(x) =,GJ”‘(n ,,..., a,;X,2 ,..., X,_,.n,jTn.l), (4.22a) 
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where 
and 
P I,+..>‘,) = (A1>.*.,A;-,,A;+I + xi+l,i,**.,Aj + X,,,-l* 
Aj+l>*.., An, A; + xii), if i <j, (4.22~) 
= (A,‘...,A,-,‘Aj+,‘Aj+2,...,‘~,Aj), 
ifi=j, (4.22d) 
= (A,,..., , Aj-l,Aj + xjj+,,-..,Ai-, 
+x~-,,~,A~+ ,,..., A,,Ai+xij), ifi>j. (4.22e) 
If {Fi,i+,} is defined as in (4.22b), then (4.2e) implies that Xn-,. , = x,,,. 
Equation (4.19) is now an immediate consequence of (4.21) (4.22) and 
Theorem 4.11. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.23, Since Xi, = 0 implies that xi, = Ai, it is not hard to see 
that if {A,} is defined as in (4.19) then, 
ii-, = A, + A) + xij-,, ifi<j, (4.24a) 
and 
aj = Ai + Aj + xi j+,, ifi>j. (4.24b) 
It is clear from Remark 4.4 that Theorem 4.18 is equivalent to Theorem 
1.65. Indeed, (4.19~) (4.19d), and (4.19e) are the same as (4.8), (4.9) and 
(4.10), respectively; and (4.19b) combined with (4.2) is equivalent to (4.7). 
That is, the U(n - 1) array which is used to implicitly define the right-hand 
side of (4.19a) is simply the array (X’) of Theorem 1.65. Theorem 4.18 
combined with Remark 4.23 gives the change of variables that is implicit in 
the statement of Theorem 1.65. 
To the end of motivating some of our work in Sections 5 and 7 it is 
useful to note that Theorem 4.1 of [37] is equivalent to the p = n - 2 
special case of either Theorem 4.18 or Theorem 1.65. 
Remark 4.25. The proof of Proposition 3.35 and the fact that xi, = x,, 
- xj” shows that the U(n) array (X), as defined by (4.2) is a permagic 
square. 
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~.THE POLYNOMIAL PROPERTY OF ,Gi")(X) 
The importance of the symmetry relations, established in Section 3, is 
that they enable us to prove that rGJn)(X) is a polynomial. Indeed, just as 
in [17,37], we find that (2.2a), (3.16b), and (3.21d) lead to: 
THEOREM 5.1 (Polynomial Property). Let G’“‘(X) be defined as in 
Definition 1.57. Then, rhe function ,,Gi”)( X) 7s ‘a polynomial of degree 
p(p + l)q in the variables {xii>. Furthermore, ,,Gi”)(X) is a polynomial of 
degree (p + 1)2*q in the variables A,,.. .,A,. Finally, pGJ”)(X) is also a 
polynomial of degree (p + 1)2.q in all the variables {xii), and Ai,. . . , A,,. 
Proof: The function ,Gg’(X) is a polynomial in {xij} and {A;}, since 
,Gg)( X) = 1. We first show, by induction on q, that the function ,G$“)(X) 
is a polynomial in all the variables {xij), and {A ;}. The rest of the theorem 
follows directly from this fact. 
Multiplying both sides of (2.2a) by 
i txij)Y 
icj= I 
(5 4 
we obtain 
= sz, (- 1y(p+‘)+QS). fi fi (Xii) 
IlSll =i+ 1 
i-l j-l 
jES 
’ i<i, Cxij). i<i, cxii) 
i,jES i,jES’ 
*,,Gil)1(TA; - x(i E S),; yxi,i+l 
+ x(i E S) - x(i + 1 E S),). (5.3) 
We use (3.16b), (3.2ld), and the inductive hypothesis to show that the 
right-hand side of (5.3) is a polynomial in {xii} and (hi), which contains 
the product in (5.2) as a factor. This will immediately imply that ,Gi”)(X) 
is a polynomial in {xii} and { Ai}. 
By the inductive hypothesis, 
,,G,Jn)l(,A, - X(i E S),; TXi.i+l + x(i E S) - X(i + 1 E S),) 
is a polynomial in {A; - x(i E S)} and {x~,~ + x(i E S) - x(j E S)}. 
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Thus, the right-hand side of (5.3) is a polynomial in {xii} and {Ai}. The 
symmetry given by (3.2ld) implies that if (x,~) is a factor of the right-hand 
side of (5.3), then so is the product in (5.2). 
Indeed, suppose that 
where P(, Ai, ; , xij,) is a polynomial in {xii} and {hi}. Observe that if u is 
any permutation of I,,, then {A,Ci,} and {x~(+,(~)} are permutations of the 
elements in the sets {Ai} and {xii}, respectively. Therefore, 
fI Cxij) = i<i, (xo(i)o(j))’ 
i<j= I 
(5.5) 
By (5.5), (3.2ld), and (5.4) we immediately obtain 
i (Xij).rGi”)(,Ai,; jx;,i+l) 
i<j= 1 
= Cxo(i)o(j)) “(y ‘o(i)> ; 3 Xa(ifa(j)~)- (5.6) 
Taking u to be the permutation (lr)(2s), we see that (x,,) is also a factor 
of the right-hand side of (5.3) since P(. A,,(+ ; , x0(+,(j),) is a polynomial in 
{xii} and {Ai}. 
Nore that if r < S, then (4.2e) implies that 
xij = Cxm) + tXir + xr+l,j - Xr+l.s)r ifiIrandr+l <j, 
= tXir - “j,-)? ifj < r, 
= (x r+l,j - x,+1,i ) 1 ifr+ 1 <i. (5.7 ) 
Now, if x, is a variable and, {xir: i I r} and {x7+ ,,i: r + 1 I j} constants, 
x,~ does not divide any of the quantities xii in (5.7) except itself. Thus, 
regarding x,, as a single variable, as in (5.7) we see that if (x,~) is a factor 
of the product of any polynomial Q(,A;, ; ,xij,) with any product of 
{xij: xii # x,,}, then (x,,) is a factor of Q(, Ai, ; , xii,). By induction, it is 
clear that if each of {xrS} is a factor of the right-hand side of (5.3), then so 
is the product in (5.2). 
In order to finish the proof that ,Gi”‘(X) is a polynomial in {xii> and 
{A,}, it is sufficient to establish (5.4). By means of (5.7) view the right-hand 
side of (5.3) as a polynomial in (x,,), whose coefficients are polynomials in 
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{x,: xii # x,~} and {Ai}. Th en, in order to establish (5.4) we need only 
show that the right-hand side of (5.3) vanishes whenever x,* = 0. 
To this end, we find that setting x,* = 0, in the right-hand side of (5.3) 
gives 
I2 (-1) 
n(P+ I)+w-). 
TCI” 
fi txij> . I$, Cxij) 
iQ=l 
IlTll=cr i,jETu (2) i,jE(Tu(Z)) 
1,265T 
*A,ie2(Xi2 + Ai>* j@3 (X2j + AI) * fi fi (Xii + Ai) 
i-2 j-3 
jET jET 
.{,G~),@,,A,- i T...,Ai- X(i E T)y...; -1,X,,+ 1 - x(3 E T),..., 
Xi,i+)+X(iE T) -X(i+ 1 E T),.-.,X,,,+ X(n E T)) 
-PG;l),(A,- l,A, ,..., Ai-x(iE7’) ,... ;l,x,,-x(3~T) ,..., 
xi.j+l+ X(i E T, -,X(i + 1 E T),...yXn,2+ x(n E T) - I)}. 
(5.8) 
Suppose that A,, A*, and Ai are replaced by A,, A, - 1, and Ai - x(i E 
r). In addition, replace x1*, xX3, x~,~+,, and x,, , by - I, xz3 + 1 - x(3 E 
‘17 xi,i+ I + x(i E T) - x(i + 1 E T), and x,,* + x(n E T). Then, if u is 
the transposition (12) (3.16b) implies that 
aG;1)1(A,,A2 - 1 ,..., A;--x(iET) ,... ;-1,x2,+1-x(3fT) ,..., 
xi,i+, + x(i E T) - x(i + 1 E T) )...) x,,z + x(n E I-)) 
=,,G$!),(A,- ],A, ,..., Ai-x(i~T) ,... ;l,x,,-x(3~T) ,..., 
x,Ti+, + x(i E T) - x(i + 1 E T) )...) x,,z + x(n E T) - 1). 
(5 -9) 
It is clear from (5.9) that each term in the sum given by (5.8) is zero. 
Thus, the right-hand side of (5.3) vanishes whenever x,* = 0 and the proof 
that ,GJ”)(X) is a polynomial in {xii} and {Ai} is complete. 
Clearly, ,,GJ”)(X) is also a polynomial in either {xii} or {Ai). All that 
remains is to check the degree of these polynomials. 
Let d,(p, q, n), dZ(pL, q, n), and d,(y, q, n) be the degrees of ,Gi”)(X) in 
{xii}, {A,}, and {x,~) and {A,}, respectively. 
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Since the degree of 
,,G:“)(X)l x,,=o 
is less than or equal to the degree of ,GJ”)( X), Theorem 4.11 immediately 
implies that 
di(P743n -- l) I dj(P14,n) (i = 1,2,3). (5.10) 
By Theorem 5.46 of [37] we know that 
ddPTq7P + 2) = P(P + 11.47 (5.1 la) 
and 
4(P.,q,p + 2) = d,(p,q,p + 2) = (p + 1)2.9. (5.1 lb) 
Recalling that 1 5 p I n - 2, we see that (5.10) and (5.11) imply 
PL(P + 11.4 5 d,(p,q,n), 
(P + 02Y 5 d,(p,q,n), 
(P + l12Y 5 d,(p,q,n). 
(5.12a) 
(5.12b) 
(5.12~) 
It is not hard to show using (5.3) that 
d,(P*4,n) 5 AP + 1) + d,(P34 - 19n) (5.13a) 
and 
&(Y,4tn) 5 (p + o2 + d,(p,q - l,n). 
A direct iteration of (5.13) gives 
d,(CL,4?n) 5 AC1 + 1)-q 
(5.13b) 
(5.14a) 
and 
d,(p, 43n) I (p + l)2-q. (5.14b) 
(Recall that d,(p,O,n) = dJp,O,n) = 0, since .Gi”‘(X) = 1.) We clearly 
have d2(pL, 4, n) I d,(~, 4, n). Thus, 
d,(CL,q,n) 5 c/J + q2-q. (5.15) 
Combining the inequalities (5.12), (5.14), and (5.15) completes the proof 
of Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D. 
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Note that the degree of ,Gi”)(X) is independent of n. 
Since xii = pin - pjn (see (1.47)), it is clear that ,Gi”)( X) can be re- 
garded as a function of the single variable pkn. Just as we calculated the 
degree of ,GJ”‘(X) in Theorem 5.1, we also have: 
PROPOSITION 5.16. Let PGJn)(X) be defined as in Definition 1.57. Then, 
,,Gi”‘( X) is a polynomial of degree (CL + 1)q in Ak and of degree 2pq in pkn. 
Proof. Let d,(p, q, n) and d,(p, q, n) be the degrees of ,Gi”)( X) in A, 
and pkn, respectively. Theorem 4.11 implies that 
di(p,q,n - 1) I di(p,q,n) (i = 4,5). 
By Theorem 4.1 of [37] we have 
d,(plq,p + 2) 2 (P + l)q 
(5.17a) 
(5.17b) 
and 
Iterating (5.17) gives 
and 
dhL, 4, y + 2) 2 2/-v- 
(II + lbz 2 dbCL,q,n) 
2cLq 2 4(ww+ 
(5.17c) 
(5.18a) 
(5.18b) 
It is not hard to show using (5.3) that 
d,(p,q,n) I (EL + 1) + d,(p,q - l,n) (5.19a) 
and 
ddp,cl,n) 5% + d,(p,q - 1,n). (5.19b) 
To see (5.19b) note that the degree in pkn of the term corresponding to S 
on the right-hand side of (5.3) is at most 
2~ + (n - 1) + d,(p.q - l,n), ifkES (5.2Oa) 
and 
(n - 1) + d&q - l,n), if k @ S. (5.2Ob) 
Since the degree in pkn of the left-hand side of (5.3) is (n - 1) + d,(p, q, n), 
it is clear that (5.3) and (5.20) give (5.19b). 
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As d,(~., 0, n) = d,(~, 0, n) = 0, direct iteration of (5.19) gives 
d,(/J.,4,n) 5 (P + l)q (5.21a) 
and 
d,(P>q,n) 5 2P.q. 
Combining (5.18) and (5.21) completes the proof. 
(5.21b) 
Q.E.D. 
6. THE POLYNOMIALS ,G$")(X) 
In this section we prove the remarkably simple formula given by 
Theorem 1.66 for the polynomials ,G$“)(X). 
To this end we first establish: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let F,(X) be defined implicitly by means of (1.67). 
That is, 
where 
F,(X) = - x A,AjZ,,Zji, 
1 <i<jSn 
(6.2a) 
and 
Zi, EE A,, if i =j, (6.2b) 
=X,, + i: A,, - ifi#j, (6.2~) 
Y= I +max(rJ) 
Then. 
X,i = x;, + A,. (6.2d) 
F,w,k=, = F,-,(X’) 
= Fn~l(~l,.-..nn-I:X,2,...,~~-*,~-,,~~ -,,, ), (6.3a) 
where 
(” ,,..., ii-,) = (A,,...,Ak-,,Ak+,,Ak+~,...,A~). (6.3~) 
The array (X’) is obtained by deleting the kth row and column from X. 
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Proof: It is clear from (6.2) that 
F,(x)IAk=, = - x *a*&3z;la 9 
I <a<fl<(n- I) 
where 
G/3 = Z,,,~ if 1 I a,P < k, 
= za,fl+l~ if1 <a<kandk<@<n, 
= za+l,p~ ifkIar<nandl 1/3<k, 
= Za+l,p+P ifkIa,p<n. 
It is not hard to see by (6.2) and (6.4) that 
Z& = a,, ifa = /3, 
(n-1) 
(6.4a) 
(6.4b) 
(6.4~) 
(6.4d) 
(6.4e) 
(6Sa) 
= X& + 22 a”, 
Y= I +max(a,/l) 
if 1 I (Y # ,8 I (n - l), (6.5b) 
where 
X& = X@ + a,, (6.5~) 
a, is given by (6.3~) (6.5d) 
Xafl is given by (4.7) with i = j = k. (6.5e) 
Equation (6.3) as well as the fact that the array (X’) is obtained by 
deleting the k th row and column from (X) is an immediate consequence 
of (6.2) (6.4) (6.5) and Remark 4.4. Q.E.D. 
We now make use of (2.15) Proposition 6.1, and Theorems 1.65, 4.18, 
and 5.1 to prove Theorem 1.66. 
Proof of Theorem 1.66. We proceed by induction on n 2 3. By (2.15) 
we know that 
~~*,x,~x~, + (-A,*~*~(*, + a2 + A,)). 
(6.6) 
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Noting that 
A,A,X,,X,, + A,bAdA, + 4 + 4) (6.7a) 
= A,Az[(A,+ x,JA2+ ~2,) +A,@,+ x12+ A,+ ~21) + A;] 
= A,A,(A,+ x12+ A,)(A,+ x21+ 4) 
= A,A,(X,,+ As)(Xz,+ 4)' (6.7b) 
we see that (6.6) is actually the n = 3 case of (1.67). Passing from (6.7a) to 
(6.7b) is known as “breaking the symmetry on (1,2).” 
Assume that (1.67) is true for (n - 1) 2 3. It is then clear from (1.67) 
and (6.2) that 
,G!n-‘)(,&,; ,Fj,,+,> ) = L(J;,; ‘XL,;+,,)’ (6.8) 
where X, i+, and A, are given by (6.3b) and (6.3~) respectively. Theorem 
4.18, Proposition 6.1, and (6.8) then imply 
,G!“‘W)IA~=, = F,U’hk=,. (6.9) 
Clearly, F,(X) is a polynomial of degree 4 in { Ai} and {x,~}. However, by 
Theorem 5.1, ,Gi”‘( X) is also a polynomial of degree 4 in {Ai} and {xii}. 
Since Ak does not divide any of the expressions {Aili # k} or {xii}, it 
follows that the product A,A2.. . A, divides the difference 
,G;“)(X) - F,(X). (6.10) 
Our inductive proof of (1.67) will be complete once we show that (6.10) 
is identically zero. Since (6.10) is a polynomial of degree 4 in {A,} and 
(x,~}, which has A,A2.. . A,, as a factor, we see that 
,Gin)(X) - F(X) = CA A A A n 12 3 4' ifn = 4, (6.1 la) 
= 0, if n > 4, (6.1 lb) 
where c is a constant independent of {A,} and {x,,}. 
All that remains is to show that cA,A,AsA, is identically zero. This is 
accomplished by proving that 
(,G\“)(X) - F4(X)) :::I 1.t; = 0. (6.12) 
x,~= -A, 
Indeed, (6.11a) and (6.12) imply that cA,A,A,A, is zero since the condi- 
tions in (6.12) place no restrictions on A,, A,, A,, or A4. 
Note that (6.12) is equivalent to 
(,Gi”)(W - F4U’))Ix,,=x,,-x,4, = 0. (6.13) 
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By Theorem 1.65 we have 
x*, x23 x*4 
,G(14)( X)1 x,, co = ,Gi3) X3, X33 X3, 
x4, x43 x44 
On the other hand, Theorem 4.9 of [37] gives 
(6.14) 
,G(,3) X3, X33 
I 
X34 
II 
= 0. (6.15) 
x4, x43 x4.4 x2,=x,=0 
It is immediate from (6.14) and (6.15) that 
,Gi4’(X >I x,,=x,,=x,,=o = 0. (6.16) 
It is clear from (6.2) that 
F4@-)Ix,,4,,=x,=0 
= - b,A,(A, + A,)(X,, + A3 + A,) + 4A3(X,3 + 4,)(x3, + AJ 
+ A,A,X,,&, + A2A3LdX3, + A41 + AAXd4~1~ (6.17) 
It is not hard to see that the relation X,, = X,, = X3, = 0 implies that 
X *I = AI,q2 = A2,xd3 = A3,x3, = (A, + 4x42 = (A2 + A3), and x4I 
= (A, + A, + A,). Making use of (6.17), xzj = -xji, and some algebra, 
we find that 
F4wx,*=x,,=x,,=o 
= A,(A, + A2 + A3 + A4)(A2A3 + AL2A4 + A,A, 
- A2A3 - AzA4 - AsA‘,) 
= 0. (6.18) 
Equation (6.13) now follows immediately from (6.16) and (6.18). Q.E.D. 
Just as for ,Gi3)(X), there is a more symmetrical way of writing the 
formula given by (1.67). Indeed, we have: 
THEOREM 6.19. Let IG{“)(X) be defined implicitly by means of (1.61). 
Then, 
,Gc,“)(X) = - 2 AiAjX,jXj, - x AiAjAk(Ai + Aj + Ak) 
1 Si<j<n 1 <i<j<k<n 
c. 2A,AjAkA,. (6.20) 
1 ci<j<kilin 
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Proof. Making use of Theorem 1.66, we prove (6.20) by induction on n. 
We have already shown (see (6.6) and (6.7)) that (6.20) holds for n = 3. 
Now, just as (6.7a) equals (6.7b). we find that 
= A;A,(X,, + A,+, + . . . +A,-,) 
x (x,,A,+,+ . . . +A,-, ) + A;AjA,(A, + A, + A,) 
+ 2(A,A,A,+,A, + AiA,A,+zAn + . . . +AiAjA,-,A,), 
(6.21) 
whenever i < j < n. 
Noting that Z,, = X,, and Z,, = X,,;, it is not hard to see that (6.21) and 
Theorem 1.66 imply 
,G;“‘(X) = ,Gi”-“(X) - x A,A,X,,X,, 
I <r<n 
- 2 AtA,An( Ai + A, + An) 
1 sr<;<n 
2 WA,AkAn. 
1 ir<j<k<n 
(6.22) 
It is clear from (6.22) that if (6.20) is true for (n - 1) then it is also true 
for n. Q.E.D. 
In order to motivate Theorem 6.19 we recall the considerations that 
enable us to guess (6.6). 
If u E sn+, and P(, A,, ; , xii,) is a polynomial in {A,, . . . , A,,} and 
{xi,/1 I i.j I n}. th en let u act on P by means of 
eoP(,A,.;, x,j,) E P(,Ao,t),; ,~o(,)o(,),). (6.23) 
In order to “symmetrize” P by s,,,,. we form a sum for all the distinct 
terms which appear in the set of polynomials {u 0 PI u E s,,, ,). 
Now, let ,G{“(X) be defined by means of 
,Gj2’(X) = -A,A,X,,,%‘,,. (6.24) 
Symmetrizing ,Gj2’( X) by & gives 
- 2 A,A,x,,x,,. (6.25) 
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If (6.25) were in fact ,Gi3)(X), it would vanish if X,, = X,, = 0. However, 
- 2 A&%,X,, Ix,~=x~~=~ = A,AzA3(A, + A2 + A,>. 
1 <I<]<3 1 
(6.26) 
Because of (6.26) we modify our guess in (6.25) to be (6.6). 
Just as we arrived at (6.6) from (6.24) we can use (6.6) to guess the 
n = 4 case of (6.20). symmetrizing (6.6) by s4 gives 
- 2 A,A,X,,X,, - 2 A,AjAk(A; + Aj + A,). (6.27) 
1 <I</54 I<r<j<k<4 
If (6.27) were indeed ,Gy)(X), then by (6.16) it would vanish if X,, = X,, 
= X3, = 0. However, we obtain 2A1A2A3A4. This fact and (6.27) suggest 
that (6.20) is a likely guess for ,Gi4)(X). In the event that n 2 4, symme- 
trizing ,Gi”)( X) by s,,+, enables us to guess ,G{“+‘)(X).This fact is clear 
from (6.20). 
Since the degree of ,Gi”‘( X) in {A,} and (x,~} is (p + l)*q, it seems 
likely that symmetrizing ,,Gi”)( X) by &+, leads to ,,Gi”+‘)(X) provided 
n > (p + l)*q. This fact should follow from Theorem 4.18 and a relation 
such as (6.11). 
7. THE ZEROS OF ,Gi")( X) 
In this section we give an algebraic characterization of the zeros of 
,Gi”)( X) by obtaining Theorem 1.63 as a special case of a more general 
result. (See Theorem 7.7 below). We conclude with a geometrical descrip- 
tion of the zeros of iGi”)(X). 
In order to simplify our proof of Theorem 7.7 we now define no ,GJ”‘( X) 
by means of: 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let n L 2. Then 
n-,G;“‘( X) E (- 1)q’1). wf. ,<FBI,i XqoB) (7.2a) 
, 
= (-1)“;‘~ II (x,,- q+ l)q. (7.2b) 
I ~a.fl~n 
In [37; see Theorem 4.11 it was shown that q iterations of the p = (n - 2) 
case of (2.2b) lead to: 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let n 2 3. Then 
(7.4) 
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where the new (n - 1) by (n - 1) array (X’) is obtained by deleting the ith 
row and j th column of the original n by n array (X). 
Note that (7.4) is of exactly the same form as Theorem 1.65. 
It is clear from Definition 7.1 that we also have: 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Let n 2 2. Then 
n-,G;n)(X)I~,,,B,=m, = o (7.6a) 
whenever 
(i) m, is a nonnegative integer such that m, I q - 1. 
We are now ready to establish: 
THEOREM 7.7. Let n 2 2. Then 
,G;"'(X)/ x,, 8,=m, = 0 
(7.6b) 
(7.8a) 
whenever 
(9 m,,m,, . . . , mnmcL are nonnegative integers such that 
m, + ml +. . +rnnep I q - 1, (7.8b) 
(ii) oi/ # a,, andp, # p,, if i #j. (7.8~) 
Proof: We prove Theorem 7.7 by induction on I where n = p + I + I, 
and p, q 2 1. Our induction starts with I = 0 since Proposition 7.5 is none 
other than Theorem 7.7 with n = p + 1, and p,q 2 1. 
Suppose that (7.8) holds for n = p + 1 + (I - l), and p, q 2 1. There 
are then two cases to consider in order to show that (7.8) is also true for 
n=p+ 1 +/,andp,q> 1: 
Case 1. At least one of the m, = X,,,, in (7.8) is zero: 
Since Xa,,p equals zero, it is immediate from Theorem 1.65 and Proposi- 
tion 7.3 that ‘the expression on the left-hand side of (7.8a) equals 
G’“-“0”) x, ,8e=m, > P 9 (7.9) 
I<u<n-p 
“if 
where the U(n - 1) array (X’) is obtained by deleting the cr,th row and 
Pith column of the U(n) array (X). Adjusting the subscripts (01,) and {/3,) 
as in (4.5) we find that the conditions in (7.8b) and (7.8~) enable us to 
express (7.9) as in (7.8a)-(7.8c), with (X) replaced by (X’) and n by 
(n - 1). The inductive hypothesis then implies that (7.9) is zero. That is, in 
this case, (7.8) is true for n = p + 1 + I, and p, q 2 1. 
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Case 2. None of the m, E X, p in (7.8) are zero: 
Define ,G$T’,(,A, - x(i E S):‘; :x,,;+, + x(i E S) - x(i + 1 E S im- 
plicitly by 
llG;:b,((~a/li + A, - x(/? E S))) 
= ,q”‘,(Pap - X(B E 9)). 
(7.10) 
Equation (2.2a) then gives 
&“‘(X)= x (-l)n(p+‘)+z(S) fi i (Xii) 
SCI, ;=, ;=, 
I/W=P+ 1 jES 
I 
-1 
. ii txij)' JI, txi,) 
l<j=i 
iES,jES' iEY,jES 
$Twap - x(P E 9)). (7.11) 
Now, suppose that {X,“,, z m, # O( 1 I Y I n - (I} satisfy the condi- 
tions in (7.8b) and (7.8~). kince the {&} are (n - p) distinct integers 
between 1 and n (see (7.8c)), and SC contains only (n - ~1 - 1) elements 
(see (7.1 I)), it is clear that at least one of the (n - cl) X(& E S)‘s must be 
one. Therefore, by (7.8b), we have 
IX (m, - x(P, E S)) 5 4 - 2. 
Y= I 
(7.12) 
Thus, 
Pad. - x(P, E S) = m,,,ll I Y I n - p} (7.13) 
also satisfy the conditions in (7.8b) and (7.8~) with q replaced by (q - 1). 
Keeping in mind (7.12) (7.13) and Case 1, it is not difficult to see that 
at most (q - 1) iterations of (7.11) are required, in this case, to show that 
(7.8)istrueforn=p+ 1 +I,andp,q> 1. 
Indeed, by Case 1, ,Gi!!),(( Xap - x(p E S))) equals zero if any of the 
m y s in (7.13) are zero. Thus, each term on the right-hand side of (7.11) 
vanishes if it corresponds to such a set S. We are left with a sum of terms 
in which none of the m, S are zero. Just as we expanded pGin)(X) by 
(7.1 l), apply (7.11) to each of these terms, and then appeal to Case 1 to 
eliminate all the resulting terms in which at least one of the m,,,‘s is zero. 
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Relation (7.12) implies that k iterations of (7.11) lead to a sum of terms, 
each of which has a sum of m, s ‘s that is less than or equal to (q - 1 - k). 
Thus, since all of the (n - PL)’ m “,s’s that correspond to any term of any 
iteration of (7.11) are always nonnegative integers, we see that no terms 
with any nonzero m,,, ‘s occur after (q - 1) iterations of (7.11). That is, 
,Gi”‘(X) must be zero. 
This completes Case 2 and the inductive proof of Theorem 7.7. Q.E.D. 
Remark 7.14. Theorem 1.63 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
7.7, since (1.64) is a special case of (7.8). Indeed, the conditions in (1.64) 
are more restrictive than those in (7.8) as (1.64) is obtained from (7.8) by 
the addition of the constraint given by (1.64d). A direct inductive proof of 
Theorem 1.63 is also possible. Such a proof is similar to that given above 
for Theorem 7.7. However, the symmetry relations for ,Gi”)(X) are 
needed in order to complete the inductive step in Case 1 of this alternate 
proof of Theorem 1.63. It turns out that there are choices of {((Ye, /3,)} 
satisfying (1.64), such that when the subscripts {cw,} and {&} are adjusted 
as in (4.5) the resulting ordered pairs {((Y:, &)} violate condition (l&Id). 
That is, (7.9) cannot be directly expressed as in (1.64), with (X) replaced 
by (X’) and n by (n - 1). Nonetheless, as the symmetries for ,Gi”)( X) in 
Section 3 can be used to rewrite (7.9) in a form that does satisfy (1.64) we 
are still able to complete the inductive step for Case 1. 
Theorem 1.63 is a direct generalization of Theorem 4.9 of [37]. To see 
this, just note that the p = (n - 2) case of (1.64d) is equivalent to the 
condition that cu,# pi, cr,# &, and (a,,P,) # (&,+). 
The constraint (1.64d) arises when we seek to eliminate all linear 
relations among the A,‘s that are consequences of the conditions 
Pa,.P, = m,ll I v I n - p}, (7.15) 
appearing in (7.8a). Indeed. if (1.64d) did not hold there would exist a 
subset 
T= {((Y;,,P,,),...,(~,,,P;,)} (7.16) 
of {(c~,,&)Il I i 5 n - p} such that the sets {(Y;,,(Y;,, . . . , ai,} and 
{Pi,, Pj,? ’ ’ . 3 Pi,> were equal. Recalling that Xjj = pi,n - pj, n + Ai, we would 
then find that the linear relation 
A,,, + A, ‘2 + . . . +A,,, = m,, + rn,*+ m,, 
is an immediate consequence of (7.15) and (7.16). 
The following formulation of (1.64d) is often useful when applying 
Theorem 1.63 :
LEMMA 7.17. The constraint (1.64d) appearing in Theorem 1.63 is equiva- 
lent to the condition that there are no subsets T of {(a;, pi)/ 1 I i < n - p} 
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which either are equal to 
r, = {(~Yi,,Pi,),“.,(a,,,P;,)}, 
where 
a;, = P,,, ai, = Pj,, . . . 3 af,_, = Pj,) and 
or are disjoint unions of such sets T,. 
Proof Suppose that Q is the unordered set 
(7.18a) 
ai, = Pj, ; 
(7.18b) 
where 
Q = {(a,,&)11 I i I n - p; andcxi,& E I,}, (7.19a) 
cq # a, and /II, # /3,, if i fj. (7.19b) 
Let 9, be the family of all subsets of fi which are of the form given by 
(7.18) and let $ be the family of all subsets 
(cr,,,pi,),...,(ai,,Pi,) (7.20a) 
of 52 such that the set 
h,+-4,) equals (Pi,%Pi,~~~~~Pj,}~ (7.20b) 
We are done once we show that 3, equals $. 
Clearly, 9, is contained in Fz. We show the reverse inclusion by 
induction on the size of the subset T of s2. 
If 11 T 11 = 1 and T E 5*, then T must be of the form {((Y~~, ,f3,,)Iai, = pi,}. 
That is, T E 5,. 
Suppose that jl T 11 = m, and T E $. Pick any element of T, say (a;,, b,,). 
Given ((~,,,p,,), the conditions (7.19b) and (7.20) imply that there are 
unique ordered pairs T1 = (cx~,, p,,), (ai2, pi>), . . . , (a,?, fi,,) in T such that 
(7.18b) is satisfied. Indeed, if the ordered pairs 
such that 
(7.21a) 
ai, = Pi,> aj, = Pi,?. . . 7 (IL,,-, = Pj, (7.21b) 
are contained in T,, then (7.19b) implies that there is at most one ordered 
pair (a;,+,, ,f3,r+,) in (T - T,) such that oli equals pi,+,. If there is no such 
ordered pair (a,,+,, /3,,+,), then (7.19b) and (7.20) imply that oi, equals pi,. 
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That is, T, equals q. On the other hand, if such a (a,,+,, pi,+,) exists, 
replace the set T, in (7.21a) by the set 
T r+l E {((YI,,Pi,),...~((Yi,~PI,),(QI,+,~P;,+,)’ 
Since T is finite, and T,, , is uniquely determined by T,, a finite number of 
iterations of replacing T, by T,, , yields T,. 
Now, by the construction of T,, it is immediate that the set (T - T,) is in 
% IIT - Tll < m, and that T is the disjoint union of Tl and (T - T,). By 
the inductive hypothesis, (T - q) E 5,. The definition of 5, implies that 
T, E 9,. Thus, whether or not (T - T,) is empty, it is clear that T E 4,. 
Q.E.D. 
A first step in a geometrical interpretation of Theorem 1.63 is a direct 
characterization of the sets {(a,, /3,)I 1 I i 5 n - CL; and (Y;, pi E 1,) which 
satisfy the constraints given by (1.64~) and (1.64d). To this end, we have: 
PROPOSITION 7.22. Let 9, be the family of all sets 
P = {(ai,&)/ I i I n - pc1; and (~,,p, E In}, (7.23) 
which satisfy the constraints given by (1.64~) and (1.64d). Let C& be the family 
of all (n - p))-element sets Q, satisfying (1.64c), which are disjoint unions of 
sets 
Q,- {((Y,~,P,~),...,(~,,,P~,)}, (7.24a) 
where 
a;, = P;*G,* = P;,“..>qm, = Pip;, f Pi,> 
pi, is not the first component of any element of Q, 
(7.24b) 
(7.24~) 
a,! is not the second component of any element of Q. (7.24d) 
Then 9, equals T2. 
Proof. We first show that 9, is contained in $. 
If P is the set given by (7.23) then there exists an ordered pair (LY;,,/~,~) 
in P such that no element of P has pi, as a first component. If this were not 
the case, the set P itself would violate condition (164d). That is, P would 
not be in 5,. 
Indeed, if no such ordered pair ((Y,,, /3,,) exists, then (1.64~) implies that 
the second component of every ordered pair in P is also the first compo- 
nent of exactly one other ordered pair in P. This fact, together with (1.64~~) 
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implies that if the ordered pairs 
7 E {((yi,,Pi,),“‘,(a,,,PI,)}, 
such that 
(7.25a) 
Pi, = aj2Y Pj, = ai,, * ” 9 Pi,_, = aj,? (7.25b) 
are contained in P, then there exists exactly one ordered pair (a,,+,, pi,+,) 
in (P - T;) such that pi, equals ai,,,. Otherwise, pi, would equal ail, and 
the set T would violate (1.64d). Starting with {(a;,, a,)} E q, it is clear 
that the (n - p - 1) iterations of replacing 7;’ by {(a,,+, , a,,,)} u T: 
yield the unique ordering of P given by the r = (n - I”) case of (7.25). In 
this case of (7.25) (1.64~) implies that /3i0-P equals (Y;,, since /3,._, is also the 
first component of exactly one other ordered pair in P. Therefore, starting 
with ((Y,,, pi,), P has the unique ordering 
p E {(~i,‘/j;,)‘...‘((Y,“~~,Bi”~~)}~ (7.26a) 
where 
Pi, = ai2) Pi, = ai,3 ” ’ > PI~~~~, = ai,_p) pinmp = ai,. (7.26b) 
It is immediate from (7.26) that the sets {a,, (Ye, . . . , (Y,-~} and 
wu P2’ . . . , p,-,} are equal. Therefore, P itself contradicts (1.64d). 
Now, starting with (cr,,,/3,,), condition (1.64~) implies that there are 
unique ordered pairs 
‘1, E {((yi,,Pi,)(““((y,,,,P,,~)} 
in P such that 
(7.27a) 
and 
(y,I = Pi23ai2 = Pt,7”.Taj,, , = Pl,,Tat,, + Pl,? 
pi, is not the first component of any element of P, 
(7.27b) 
(7.27~) 
(Y~, is not the second component of any element of P. I (7.27d) 
Indeed, if the ordered pairs 
P, G {(~,,,Pi,),“‘~(~,,~P,~)}, 
where 
(7.28a) 
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and 
&, is not the first component of any element of P, (7.28~) 
are contained in P,,, then (1.64c) implies that there is at most one ordered 
pair (cx~,+,,/?~,+,) in (P - P,) such that rzi, equals pi,+,. If there is no such 
ordered pair (ai,+,, pi,+,), then (1.64.c) and (7.28b) imply that (ri, is not 
equal to any of Pi,, Pi,, . . I3 Pi,_ ,, and &,. By (7.28~) ai, does not equal pi,. 
Thus, in this case, P, equals P,,, since ai, is not the second component of 
any element of P. On the other hand, if such a ( ai,+,, pi,+,) exists, replace 
the set P, in (7.28a) by the set 
P r+l E(ai,+,~Bi,+,)} u P,. 
Since P is finite, and P,+ , is uniquely determined by P,, a finite number of 
iterations of replacing P, by P,,, yields P,!. 
From the existence of (a,,,Pi,) satisfymg (7.27c), it follows from the 
above construction of P,, that P,, is nonempty. If (P - P,,) is empty, then 
it is immediate from (7.24) and (7.27) that P is contained in 4. On the 
other hand, if (P - Pi,) is nonempty, there exist nonempty sets 
PI,, P,,, * * * 9 P,, such that 
P is the disjoint union of P,,, P,,, . . . , P,,, (7.29a) 
r-1 
and 
P,,isasubsetof(P- UP,,), 
i-l 
P,, satisfies (7.27) with I, replaced by I,. 
(7.29b) 
(7.29~) 
Any subset of P satisfies the constraints (164c) and (IX&l), or else P 
would not. Consequently, it is not hard to see that Pi is obtained from 
(P - u rLiiP,,) in the same way that P,, is constructed from P. Since P is of 
order (n - CL), and each of the disjoint sets P,, are nonempty, a finite 
number of iterations of this procedure gives (7.29). Thus, in any case, 
(7.24) and (7.29) imply that P is in $. Hence, 9, c $. 
All that remains is to show that ‘GE. G 3,. Since any set Q in 4 satisfies 
(l&k), we need only prove that (1.64d) holds as well. To this end, suppose 
that there exists a nonempty subset T of Q such that 
T= {(aj,,Pj,),(aj,,pil),...,(aj~,Pj~)}, 
where the sets 
(aji,,aj2,. . . f ajm} and { Pj, 7 Pj,, . . .p Pj_} are equal. 
(7.30a) 
(7.30b) 
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Consider the set Q, given by (7.24). Since Q is the disjoint union of such 
sets, we may assume without loss of generality that (aj,, pi,) E Q,. That is, 
Caj,, Pj,> equals (a; 3 Pi )9 f or some v0 between 1 and 1. It is clear from 
(7.24b) and ( l.64c)‘!haf0(ai,, pi,) and (ai,+,, /3,.+,) are the only elements of 
Q that have ai, as a component. Moreover, (1.64~) implies that a,.” does not 
equal pi,. Therefore, if T contains one of the ordered pairs (a,,,&,) and 
(ai,+,, pi,+!), it must contain both. Since T II Q, is nonempty, it is im- 
mediate that Q, G T. 
Since Q, c T, it is clear that the ordered pair (ail, fi,) is in T. By (7.24c), 
&, is not the first component of any element of T. This contradicts (7.3Ob). 
Consequently, Q contains no subsets T which satisfy (7.30). That is, the set 
Q satisfies (1.64d). Q.E.D. 
Remark 7.3 1. The ordered set 
A<Q,> E {Pi,,~i,,Qli2~...~ai,}, (7.32) 
of (1 + I) distinct integers of I,, and the conditions (7.24b)-(7.24d) 
uniquely determine the set Q, given by (7.24a). Although the set Q, in 
(7.24a) inherits a definite ordering from A(Q,), we regard Q, as an 
unordered set. Now, suppose that 
A(Q;,,) = {P:,,a:,,al,,...,a:,~} (7.33) 
is an ordered set of (1 + Z”) distinct integers of Z, from which the 
unordered set 
Q;,,~{(a:,,Pi:),...,(a:,.,Pi:..) (7.34) 
is obtained by means of (7.24b)-(7.246). We claim that if A(Q,) and 
A(Q;,,) are different ordered sets, then Q, and Q;,, are different unordered 
sets. Certainly, if I is unequal to I”, or if A(Q,) and A(Q;-) are not the 
same when viewed as unordered sets, then Q, and Q;,, are different 
unordered sets. Now, if A(Q;,,) is a permutation of A(Q,), the sets Q;- and 
Q, are still different unless this permutation is the identity. Indeed, (164c), 
(7.42b), and (7.24~) imply that ( ai,, pi,) is the only ordered pair of Q, whose 
second component is not the first component of any element of Q,. A 
similar remark holds for (a;,, /3:,). Thus, if QI equals Q;-, (ai,,&,) must 
equal (a;,, p,:). It follows from (l&k) and (7.24b) that (ai,+,, pi”+,) equals 
((~:~+,,fii:+,) if (a, ,piP) equals (aiP,&-). Just note that, in this case, 
(aiv+,,P;,+,) and (&,+,yP:‘,+,) are the only ordered pairs in Q,, and Q;,,, 
respectively, with second components equal to ai,. Induction on v im- 
mediately implies that (a;,, &,) equals (a:,, pi,) for 1 I v I 1. Consequently 
if Q, equals Q;,,, then I equals I”, and A(&) is the same ordered set as 
A(Q!). From this discussion we see that, given any unordered set Q, 
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satisfying (7.24), there exists exactly one ordered set-namely h(Q)-from 
which Q, can be obtained by means of (7.24b)-(7.24d). 
As a direct consequence of Proposition 7.22 and--Remark 7.31, we have: 
THEOREM 7.35. Let P(n, IL) be the number of different unordered sets 
P = {(ai,&)ll 5 i I n - ~1; anda;,/$ E I,,} (7.36) 
which satisfy the constraints (1.64~) and (l&Id). Then 
P(n,a) 
c n(n - l)... (p + 1 - a, - a* -. . . -an-J = (a,)! (Q)!. . . (cl-,)! ’ 
l.a,+t.o,+~~~ +(n-p)Y?_,=(n-p) 
1<a,+a2+... +o,_,sp 
(7.37) 
where the sum is over allpartitions ( 1°12u2. . . (n - p)‘n-*) of (n - cl) into no 
more than y parts. 
Prooj By Proposition 7.22, P(n, p) is the number of (n - p) element 
sets Q, satisfying (1.64c), which are disjoint unions of the sets Q, given by 
(7.24). 
Consider any such disjoint union 
Q-Q,,uQ,,u-uQ,. m (7.38) 
It is immediate from (1.64~) and (7.24) that 
the cardinality of Q,, is I,; (7.39a) 
exactly (1 + I,) distinct integers of Z,, appear as compo- 
nents of the ordered pairs in Q,,; (7.39b) 
and 
if A(QI) z {Pi,, ai,, a12, . . . ) q,}, then the sets MQ,,,) and c7 39c) 
A(Q, “2 ) are disjoint whenever ZV1 is not equal to l,*. 
It is clear from (7.38) and (7.39a) that 
I, + I, +. . . +I, = (n - CL). (7.40a) 
In addition, (7.38) (7.39b), (7.39~) and (7.40a) imply that 
m I p. (7.40b) 
Thus, (I,, I,, _ . . , Z,) is a numerical partition of (n - p) into no more than 
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p parts. Without loss of generality, we may assume that I, 2 I, 2 * . . 2 I,,,. 
The partition (I,, I,, . . . , 1,) must have at least one positive part as Q is 
nonempty. Furthermore, the partition (I,, I,, . . . ,I,) is uniquely de- 
termined by the set Q. For convenience, we denote this partition by q(Q), 
To establish (7.37), it is sufficient to prove that there are exactly 
n*(n - 1). * * (p + 1 - a, - a2 -. * * --a,-,) 
(a,)! (a*)! * * * (a,-,>! 
(7.41) 
sets Q which determine the partition 
r(Q) +ln~202.. . (n - CL)‘+), (7.42a) 
where 
r(Q) has ui parts equal to i, 
lea, + 2*u, +. . . +(n - /+2,~, = (n - p), 
(7.42b) 
(7.42~) 
and 
1 I a, + a, + . . . +a,-, I p. (7.42d) 
To this end, let e, be the collection of all the (n - cl) element unordered 
sets Q given by (7.38) which uniquely determine the partition r(Q) in 
(7.42). Any such Q is the disjoint union of 
m = (a, + u2 +. f - +a,-,) (7.43) 
sets Q, which satisfy (7.24). Exactly a, of these sets Q, have cardinality i. 
From (7.38) and (7.39) we see that (n - p + m) distinct integers of Z, 
appear as the components of the ordered pairs in Q. 
In order to count the sets in e,, we consider the collection 6?, of all 
(n - p + m) element ordered subsets of Z,. Clearly, 
llk?,II =n(n- l)...(p+ 1 -m). (7-W 
Each set R in e2 uniquely determines a set in 6?,. Indeed, if R is the 
ordered set 
then R is the juxtaposition of the disjoint ordered sets 
4, = k( I,+...+l.~,+v)‘r(~,+.‘.+l,~,+v+l)~~~~~r(l,+...+l,~,+“+l,) 3 1 
where 1 I Y 5 m. Thinking of r(l,+...+,++v) as Pi,, and ~(I,+...+I.-,+~+~) 
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as ai,, it follows from (7.24) that each of the ordered sets R,, .uniquely 
determines an unordered set Q,, which satisfies (7.24). The disjoint union 
Q,, u Q,, u . . . u Q,, of these sets Q,, is clearly an element of C?,. For 
convenience, we denote this element of C?, by +(R). 
Any set Q, = {(ai,, Pi,)>. . , (ai,, P,,)}. satisfying (7.24), is uniquely de- 
termined by means of (7.24b)-(7.24d), and the ordered set A(Q,) = 
{Pi,? ai,9 aj2T . . . , (Y;,}. Furthermore, (7.38) and (7.39) imply that the juxtapo- 
sition of the disjoint ordered sets A(Q,,) is an element of C$. Thus, the 
mapping + : C?2 + e,, defined by the above construction, is onto. 
Define an equivalence relation on C?* by saying that R is equivalent to R’ 
if and only if the sets +(R) and $(R’) are equal. From Remark 7.31, we 
know that if A(Q,) and h(Q;-) are different ordered sets, then Q, and Q;,, 
are different unordered sets. Thus, recalling that I, 2 I, 2 * * . 2 I,, it is 
not hard to see that R’ is equivalent to R if and only if the ordered 
collection of ordered sets {R;,, R;,, . . . , R;_} can be obtained from the 
ordered collection {R!,, R,2, . . . , R,_} by a permutation u of {R,,} which 
preserves the cardinahty of each set R,,. Since exactly a, of the sets R, 
have cardinality (1 + i), it follows that each equivalence class in CZ2 is of 
order 
(a,)! (a2)!. . . (a,-,)!. (7.45) 
Therefore, (7.43)-(7.45) imply that the number of equivalence classes of CZz 
is given by (7.41). However, since + : C’.?, + C?, is onto, II&?, 11 is equal to the 
number of equivalence classes of C$. Thus, )I e, (I equals (7.41) as well. 
Q.E.D. 
Equation (7.37) is not the only formula for P(n, II). A much simpler 
expression for P(n, p) is provided by: 
THEOREM 7.46. Let P( n, p) be the number of different unordered sets 
P = {(a;,&)[1 I i 5 n - p; undq,& E I,,} (7.47) 
which satisfy the constraints (1.64~) and (1.64d). Then 
P(n,p) = (n(n - l)*.(n - 2)‘. . . (p + l)‘.p)/ (n - p)! 
= n(n - 1). . . (P + w(; I 1). (7.48) 
ProoJ: Let 9, be the family of all the unordered sets P given by (7.47). 
In order to enumerate the sets in g,, we consider the family F2 of all 
ordered (n - p) element sets 
W= {((~~,/?;)ll I i I n - ~1; and cu;,& E I,,}, (7.49a) 
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which are obtained by means of the following procedure: 
(i) /3, is any element of Z,; 
(ii) (Y, is any element of Z, except pi ; 
(7.49b) 
(7.49c) 
and, assuming that the ordered pairs 
F-1 E {(a,,p,),‘..,(~i-,,Pi-l)} (7.49d) 
have already been determined, 
(iii) pi is any element of Z, except fit, &, . . . , Pi- r ; (7.49e) 
(iv) if & is not equal to any of cxl,Lyz,. . . ,cx-,, then cxi is any 
element of Z, except &, a,, a*,. . . , Lyi- i; (7.49f) 
and 
(v) if pi equals one of (Y,, oz,. . . , oi- i, then CX; is any element 
of Z, except (Y,, (Y*, . . . , CX-,, and a unique Pi’, which 
satisfies the conditions 
pi = a;,, p:‘, = a$. . . ) p:‘,, _= a;,#; 
{(d,, IQ, ’ . . , (al, , ~3:~ )} are uniquely de- 
termined: and ’ ’ 
1 I Y1,82,..., Yk _,,Yj,,S i - 1. (7 -4%) 
It is clear that (n - p - 1) iterations of (7.49e)-(7.49g) imply 
and Pj, + Pj,, ifj, Zj,. (7.50) 
Furthermore, it is immediate from (7.49f) and (7.49g) that 
ai # Pi? ifl<i<n-p. (7.51) 
Observe that fi;, is well defined by the conditions in (7.498). Indeed, 
since pi equals one of (Y,, (Ye, . . . , (r,- ,, it follows from (7.50) that there is 
exactly one ordered pair ((Y:$, /3;,) in IV-, such that pi equals CX~,. Suppose 
that we have found unique ordered pairs 
such that 
(7.52a) 
p, = a:,, /3;, = c&. . . , p;,-, = a;,; (7.52b) 
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and 
1 5 v,,Y~ ,..., Y/ 5 i - 1. (7.52~) 
If /$, is not equal to any of (Y,, a2,. . . , LY;- ,, then 1 equals ki, and we have 
shown the existence of a unique /3:, satisfying (7.493). On the other hand, 
if /3;, equals one of (Y,,(Y~, . . . , ail,, then /?i, does not equal one of 
a a CX,,. Otherwise, relation (7.52b), and the fact that v, is unequal 
&n~‘df ;I v,, v2, . . . , vI- ,, would contradict (7.50). Thus, (7.50) implies the 
existence of exactly one ordered pair (at,+,, pi,+,) in 
such that pi, equals a:,+,. Since lV-, is of order i - 1, a finite number of 
iterations of adjoining {(a:,+,, ,+, p’ )} to the set given by (7.52a) leads to 
{(a:,J$,), . . . hbkJxfk>)? and the existence of the unique pi, satisfying 
(7.498). 
It is immediate from (7.50) that the set W in (7.49a) satisfies the 
condition (1.64~). It is not difficult to show that W also satisfies (1.64d). To 
this end, suppose that there exists a nonempty subset T of W such that 
(7.53a) 
where the sets 
{"j,? aj,2 . . . > aj_} and {P',,Pj,,...,Pjm} areequal. 
Consider the uniquely determined subset 
(7.53b) 
vi= ((c&,&t,) ?..., (ag3:‘k,)), (7.54) 
of W which appears in (7.498). If & equals one of (Y,, (Ye,. . . , ai- ,, and 
(cui,pi) E T, then v. must be a subset of T. Indeed, it is clear from (7.49g) 
and (7.50) that (a,, /3,) and (a:,, pi,) are the only elements of W that have 
pi as a component. From (7.5 l), it is then not hard to see that if T contains 
(cyi, pi), it must also contain (at,, /IL’,). Since 1) V, 11 = ki, and y G IV- ,, we 
find that a similar argument shows that if (a:,,&,) is in T, then so is 
(*;,+,,P,f+l,. Thus, vi c T. 
We claim that the ordered pair ((Ye-,,&-,) E W is not an element of 
any set T given by (7.53). Suppose it were. From (7.51), we know that p,,-, 
is not equal to (Y,-,~. If /3,-, is also not equal to any of (Y,, cyz, . . . , (Y,-~- ,, 
then p,-., contradicts (7.53b). On the other hand, if p,-,, equals one of 
al,a2 ,..., an-p-I then V “-lr must be contained in T. The conditions on 
(y,-p and pV:--@, given by (7.498) then imply that PV:--+ is the second 
component of ‘an ordered pair in T which is not nequal to any of 
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q,~2,...,~,.-p-], and (Y,,-~. The existence of such an ordered pair in T 
contradicts (753b). Thus, in any case, (cu,,-,,/~~-~) is not in T. That is, 
7-n (W- W,-,-,) =0. (7.55) 
Just as we established (7.55) it is not hard to see that 
implies that 
7-n (W- W,,,) = 0 (7.56a) 
Tn (W- W,) =0. (7.56b) 
Indeed, consider (a,+ ,, p,, ,) E IV. Suppose that (a,+ ,, &+ ,) were in T. 
From (7.5 1) we see that &+ , does not equal a,+ i. If /3,+, is also not equal 
to any of a,, a2,. . . , a,, then (7.50) and (7.53b) imply that p,,, must be 
equal to one of a1+2,a1+3,. . . ,aneP. This fact contradicts (7.56a), since 
T II (IV - W,, ,) would then be nonempty. On the other hand, if /3,+, 
equals one of a,, a2, . . . , a,, then V,+ , must be contained in T, The 
conditions on aI+, and pi” “*,+,, given by (7.49g), then imply that /3ik+:, is the 
second component of an ordered pair in T which is not equal to any of 
aI, a2,. . . , aI, and aI+ ,. But then, (7.50) and (7.53b) imply that fl/,‘, must 
be equal to one of a,+2,a,+3,. . . ,a,-,,. As before, this contradicts (7.56a). 
In any case, (a,+ ,, /3,+,) is not in T. Thus, (7.56a) implies (7.56b). 
It is immediate from (7.55) and (7.56) that T n W is empty. Thus, W 
also satisfies (1.64d), since no set T given by (7.53) is a subset of W. 
Define an equivalence relation on T2 by setting W equivalent to w’ if 
and only if the ordered set W’ is a permutation of W. Let IT( ‘?E2) denote the 
collection of all such equivalence classes of ‘$. 
It is not hard to see that any set P in (7.47) can be obtained by means of 
the construction given by (7.49). Indeed, regarding P = {(ai,&)} as an 
ordered set, and recalling that P satisfies (1.64~) and (l&M), it is im- 
mediate that the ordered pairs in P satisfy (7.49a)-(7.49f), and the first 
part of (7.498). Since (1.64c) and (l&d) imply (7.50) and (7.51), it is clear 
that the set 5 in (7.54) is well defined as a subset of P. Furthermore, ai is 
not equal to /3:, . Otherwise, the subset {(a;, pi)} u V;. of P would violate 
(1.64d). Thus, each ordered pair (ai, pi) E P satisfies (7.49a)-(7.49g). Con- 
sequently, each set P in ‘Y, may be viewed as a unique equivalence class in 
n( F2). Let this equivalence class be r+(P). 
As each set W in g2 satisfies (1.64~) and (164d), the mapping + : %, + 
~(9~) is onto. Because the sets P in ‘Z?, are unordered, + is also one-to-one. 
Therefore, the cardinality of 9, equals the number of equivalence classes 
of $. That is, 
(7.57) 
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It follows from (7.49)-(7.51) that, once the ordered pairs in W,-, have 
been determined, there are (n - i + 1) independent choices for &, and 
(n - i) choices for tii. That is, there are (n - i)(n - i + 1) ways to choose 
(ai, Pi>* Thus, 
119*11 = n(n - 1)2+ - 2)**. . (j.k + 1)*./L (7.58) 
Observe that W, and all of its permutations, satisfy (164c) and (1X&l). 
From this fact, we see that each permutation of W can be obtained by 
means of (7.49). That is, each equivalence class in ‘??* is of order 
(n - p)!. (7.59) 
Therefore, (7.58) and (7.59) imply that the number of equivalence classes 
of F2 is given by (7.48). Thus, (7.57) implies that P(n,p) equals (7.48) as 
well. Q.E.D. 
Remark 7.60. Equating the right-hand sides of (7.37) and (7.48) gives 
the identity 
n-l 
( 1 P- 1 
c ( 
c 
I~o,+zx7,+. .. +(n-p)2l-,-(n-p) 
(p-a,-u2-.. -u”-.+),u,,u2 ,..., a _ ’ n * 1 
I <a, +a2 + “. +or--(l sp 
(7.61) 
where 1 I p I n - 1. Andrews [2] has found the following simple analyti- 
cal proof of (7.61): It is clear that the right-hand side of (7.61) is the 
coefficient of t(“-‘) in the direct expansion of (1 + t + t* + . * * )“. On the 
other hand, the coefficient of t (n-r) in the binomial series expansion for 
(1 - t)-’ is (]: I i). The identity given by (7.61) is now immediate since 
(1 + t + t* +*a* )’ equals (1 - t)-‘. 
We now conclude this section with a geometrical description of the zeros 
of ,Gi”‘( X). 
The location of these zeros is determined by: 
THEOREM 7.62. Let n 2 2. Then 
,G;@( X) 
(7.63a) 
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wheneuer 
(9 ml,m2,..., m,- , are nonnegative integers such that m, + 
m, +. * * +m,-, 5 q - 1, 
(7.63b) 
(ii) u f S, is any permutation of I,. (7.63~) 
Moreover, each of the n! different a’s in (7.63~) uniquely determines a 
different set of (n - 1) constraints in (7.63a). 
Proof. From (7.63a) we know that Z.L equals one. In this case, Proposi- 
tion 7.22 and Theorem 1.35 imply that 
P = {(oi,&)ll I i I n - 1; and ai,& E Z,,}, (7.64) 
is an unordered set of ordered pairs which satisfies (1.64~) and (1X&l) if 
and only if there exists a permutation 
(7.65) 
of P such that {ai,} and {pi,} satisfy the conditions in (7.24). It is clear 
from (1.64c), (7.65) and (7.24) that the ordered set 
‘(Qn-1) E {Pi,,~i,,~i2~...~~i,_,} (7.66) 
is a permutation of I,,. Thus, P satisfies (1.64~) and (1.64d) if and only if 
there exists a permutation of a, of Z,, such that 
P-{(u,(2),60(1)),...,(u~(i+ l),u,(i)),...,(u,(n),u,(n- l)), 
(7.67a) 
where 
dl) = Pi, and CJJY + 1) = ai,_,. (7.67b) 
It follows from Remark 7.31 that different ordered sets A(Q,-,) in (7.66) 
and hence different permutations a, in (7.67), uniquely determine different 
unordered sets P given by (7.64). Therefore, the n! different sets P in (7.67), 
that correspond to different u, in S,, are none other than the sets in (7.64) 
which satisfy (1.64~) and (1.64d). Theorem 7.62 is now an immediate 
consequence of the y = 1 case of Theorem 1.63. Q.E.D. 
Remark 7.68. Recalling that xii + xjk = xik, it is not hard to see that 
the system of equations 
fXo(i+*),a(i) = m,/l I i I n - 1} (7.69) 
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in (7.63a) has the unique solution (x,,, xz3, . . . , x,- r,” x,,) given by 
VI -“o 
xi,i+l = lz @a(“,+p) - m(vo+P-~l))~ if ye < Y,, 
p=l 
yo-yt (7.70 ) 
m(u,+P-l) -A 4YI +P) 1, if Y: < vO, 
where v,, = a-‘(i),v, = a-‘(~’ + l), and (n + 1) is replaced by 1. By setting 
V, equal to a-‘(j), it is immediate that xi, (i < j) is also given by (7.70). 
For convenience, we denote the above solution (, x~,~+ ,,) to (7.69) by 
Z(a;A;m,,m, ,... ,m,-,). (7.71) 
The set 
Z(a;A) ~{Z(~;A;m,,m~,...,m.-,)I 
rn; E Z+ u {O},m, +. . . +m,-, I (q - l)} (7.72) 
of zeros of ,Gi”)(X) determined by (7.63) and (7.70) is precisely the set of 
lattice points of a geometric (n - 1) simplex. Indeed, we have: 
THEOREM 7.73. Let u E 5, be any permutation of I,,. Zf the point 
Z( a; A; 0, . . . , 0) is taken to be the origin, then the set Z(u; A) of zeros of 
,Gi”)( X), given by (7.72), is precisely the set of lattice points of the geometric 
(n - 1) simplex SCb,8j determined by the n affinely independent vertices 
{ a’,.‘, . . . ,a”-‘}, where 
a’= Z(u;A;O,...,O) (7.74a) 
and 
a’ 3 Z(u; A;, (q - I)&,,). (7.74b) 
The simplex SCO,*, is also the intersection of the n half-spaces: 
X,(Z), L7( I) 2 - ACT(*) 3 
xo(i+ 1).0(i) r -Ah,(i+l)~ 
Xo(n),o(n-I) 2 -AO(“), 
and 
(7.75) 
xo(n),a(~) 2 tq - 1) - (4,(2) + . - - +A,,,,). 
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Zf bi 2 q (1 I i I n), then the apex a0 of SCO,a, is always directed away from 
the center of symmetry ((Ai+, - A,)/2,) of ,Gi”)(X). That is, the base of 
S CO, Aj is in the plane 
X,(,),,(l) = (4 - 1) - (A,(2) + . * - +A ) a(n) ’ (7.76a) 
and the apex of S,,, Aj 
the open half-spaces 
and center of symmetry of ,Gin)(X) always belong to 
xa(n),o(~) < (4 - 1) - @a(z) + . . . +A,(,,) (7.76b) 
and 
xo(n),ow > (4 - 1) - (A,, + . . . +A,,,,,)> (7.76~) 
respectively. 
Before proving Theorem 7.73 we first define a specific realization of the 
(n - I)-dimensional barycentric plane {xiz, xz3, . . . , x,- ,,n, x,, i} and re- 
view some of its basic properties. 
To the regular geometric (n - I)-dimensional simplex Xc,,-,) in IF-‘, 
we associate the (n - 1)-dimensional barycentric coordinate frame 
4 = {YDYZ ,...,Yn-,9Yn}> (7.77) 
whose axes are the n lines through the barycenter of Z(n-,j which are 
perpendicular to the n (n - 2)-dimensional faces of Z,,- i). Without loss of 
generality we may assume that the ith (n - 2)-dimensional face of Xcn-,) 
lies in the hyperplane yi = 1 and that the Euclidean distance from the 
barycenter to each of the (n - 2)-dimensional faces of Ztn-,) is one. By 
the symmetry of Z,,,- ,) it is clear that the distance between the barycenter 
and any vertex of Z,,,- ,) is (n - 1). Consequently, if {b’, b2, . . . , b”} are the 
n vertices of Zen-,), then the barycentric coordinates of b’ are 
b’= (1 - n-au, 1 - n*6,,, . . ., 1 - n-6,,). 
The length of the vector bi is (n - 1). 
(7.78) 
The simplex Xcn-,) can be oriented in such a way that there is a useful 
direct relationship between the barycentric coordinate frame B, and the 
usual Cartesian coordinates of IV-‘. Indeed, let 
bethenun,tvecto~s~n(~~e’;‘e~~,) (1 I i 5 n) (7.79a) 
n-l such that ei is the directed line segment from 
the barycenter of Z,,,- ,) to the intersection of the ith coordinate axes of B,, 
and the (n - 2)-dimensional face opposite the ith vertex of Z,,- ,). Then, 
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X,,-,, can be oriented in such a way that 
ej = 0 ifi<j, 
= (&ii)/ (\I(n - l)(n - i + 1) ), ifi=j, 
= - (fi )/ (&n - l)(n -j + l)(n -j) ), ifi>j, 
(7.79b ) 
where1 liln,andl Ijln- 1. 
It is clear that the simplex Z, can be oriented so that (7.79) holds. The 
general result follows by induction of n. It is not hard to see that Xc,,-,) 
can be oriented so that ei is the vector (LO, . . . , 0), and that the plane 
determined by e’ and e2 is the x,x2 plane in R”-‘. Observing that the 
vertex b2 of X,,- ,) is always in the plane determined by e’ and e2, and that 
the right triangles obtained by projecting bz and e2 onto the x, and x2 axes, 
respectively, are similar in a ratio of 1 : (n - l), we find that the Cartesian 
coordinates of e2 are 
I 
j&n - 2) e2 = (n--ll), (n _ 1) ,O,...,O . 
I 
The symmetry of Z,,,- ,) implies that the points determined by the vectors 
{ 3 e2 e3 , . . . , e”} all lie in the plane xi = - 1 /(n - 1). The intersection of 
this plane and Z,,,- i) is a regular geometric (n - 2) simplex Zinm2) such 
that the perpendicular distance from its barycenter (which lies on the xi 
axis) to any of its (n - 3)-dimensional faces is (\ln-2))/(n - 1). 
Moreover, the (n - 1) directed line segments of length ({n&?$ )/( n - 
1) from the barycenter of Xinm2) to its (n - 1) (n - 3)dimensional faces 
are simply the projections of the vectors e(‘+‘) (1 5 i I n - 1) onto the 
plane x, = - I/(n - 1). Since the (n - 2) simplex Xo,-2) is just equivalent 
to Zinm2), scaled by a factor of (n - l)/ ($k), it is clear from the 
inductive hypothesis that 
ej+l ;+’ = (I;:)-(j/n&LZj-)/ (n - l), (7.80) 
where the 15; are given by the (n - 1) case of (7.79b). The relations in (7.79) 
are now immediate from (7.80). 
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It is clear that the barycentric coordinates (y,, . . . ,y,,) of any point 
(x,, . . . ,x,-,) = z in UP-’ are given by 
y, = 2.e’ 
n-l 
= ,F, Xjej 9 (7.81) 
where the ej are defined by means of (7.79). 
Keeping in mind the values of ej given by (7.79), and inverting the 
system in (7.81), it is not hard to see that the Cartesian coordinates 
(x ,, . . . ,xn-,) of any point (y,, . . .,yn) E B, are given by 
xi = Yl9 ifi= 1, 
= (y, +y,+**- +yi-, + (n - i + l)yi). jkn - 1) 7 
n(n - i + l)(fi - i) 
if 2 I i I n - 1. (7.82 ) 
It is immediate from (7.82) that componentwise addition of barycentric 
coordinates in B, corresponds to vector addition in IV-‘. Similarly, scalar 
multiplication in &is equivalent to the same operation in UP-‘. Further- 
more, from (7.81) it is clear that if (y,, . . . ,y,) is any point in B,,, then 
(v,+ . *. +y,) equals zero. Indeed, just note that (ei + ej + . . . +eJ!) 
equals zero. 
It is now evident that the barycentric coordinate frame B,, ZE {y,, . . . ,y,}, 
defined by (7.77) (or equivalently by (7.81)) may be regarded as a specific 
realization of the (n - l)- dimensional barycentric plane 
{x,29 x23, *. . yx,- ,,n, x,,}. That is, we equate yi and x~,~+ ,. We may assume, 
without loss of generality, that the lattice points inside the cone xi i+, > 0, 
i 5 (n - l), define the lexical region, and that every lattice point in the 
lexical region corresponds to a distinct SU(n) irrep and conversely. 
It turns out that if (xl,, xZ3, . . . , x,- , “, x,,) are the barycentric coordi- 
nates of the vector z = (xl, . . . ,x,- ,) ‘in IV-‘, then the length of z is 
simply 
llzll = GTF. [ j, (xi,i+l)2]1’2. (7.83) 
This identity is a direct consequence of (7.81) and the fact that the {ei} 
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defined by (7.79) satisfy 
ej = 0, 
ej = ej+‘, 
i ej= 0, 
i=l 
ifi<j, (7.84a) 
if i >j, (7.84b) 
iflljln-1, (7.84c) 
ijl(ej)’ = n/(n - 11, if 1 lj I n - 1. (7.84d) 
DEFINITION 7.85. By lattice points of B,, with respect to (,z~,~+,,) E B, 
we mean all points (, x~,~+ ,,) E B,, such that each of the differences 
(x. IS an integer. Of course, this definition reduces to the 
tk.&i b,4iLiLh.of the z. ,,,+ ,‘s is an integer. 
We are now ready to give the 
Proof of Theorem 7.73. The intersection of the relations in (7.75) 
determines a closed convex set C, since (7.81) implies that each of these 
relations is a closed half-space in R”-‘. 
Now, any point (, x~,~+ ,,) that is the solution of (7.69) also satisfies 
xo(nMl) - (ml + - f. +m,-J - (4,2, + - . . +Ao(n)). (7.86) 
Thus, by Remark 7.68, Definition 7.85, and (7.86) it is clear that the set 
Z(o; A) of zeros of ,Gq”)(X), given by (7.72) is contained in the set of 
lattice points of C, with respect to Z(a; A; 0,. . . , 0). On the other hand, by 
setting X0(,+1),o(l) equal to m,, considering the Ai = 0 case of (7.70) and 
recalling that xjj + xjk = xik, we see that any lattice point of C, with 
respect to Z(a; A; 0,. . . , 0) must be contained in the set Z(a; A). Thus, the 
lattice points of C, are given by Z(u; A). 
Since a’ 3 Z(u; A;, (q - 1)6,,) satisfies the m, = (q - 1)6,, case of (7.69) 
it is clear that ai is also the unique solution of 
Xa(2),o(l) = -43(z), 
xn(i),o(i- 1) = - k,(i) 7 
Xo(i+2),a(i+ I) = -Ao(i+2)p (7.87) 
Xo(n),a(n- 1) = -A+)’ 
xo(n),a(l) = (4 - 1) - @oc2) + . . . +4(n). 
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It follows from (7.87) and the inequalities in (7.75) that if oi equals 
AA + (1 - A)B, with A, B E C,, and 0 < A < 1, then ui must equal both 
A and B. That is, ui is an extreme point of C,. Similarly, aa is also an 
extreme point of C,. From (7.69) it is clear that the extreme points 
{uO,a’,...,u”-1) are distinct since any one of them is not in a plane that 
contains all the rest. 
Once we have shown that the above n extreme points of C, are affinely 
independent, it follows that the geometric (n - 1) simplex SC,,*) de- 
termined by {u”,u’,...,un-‘} is none other than C,. Indeed, convexity 
clearly implies that Sc,,a, c C,. If C, were not in SC,,*), there would exist 
at least one (n - 2)-dimensional plane I’,, containing an (n - 2)- 
dimensional face of Sco,h), such that C, contains points in both open 
half-spaces determined by P,. By construction, P, contains an (n - l)- 
element set V, of the vertices of S(,,*,. However, by (7.87), it is clear that 
V, is also contained in exactly one of the (n - 2)-dimensional planes, say 
P2, that is the boundary of a closed half-space in (7.75). Since the (n - 1) 
points in V, are affinely independent, P, equals Pz, and at least one of the 
inequalities in (7.75) is violated. 
The relations in (7.76) are immediate. 
Our proof of Theorem 7.73 will be complete once we show that the n 
points in (7.74) are affinely independent. These points are affinely indepen- 
dent if and only if , Ai = (a’ - a’) (1 I i I n - 1) are linearly indepen- 
dent vectors in IV-‘. From Remark 7.68 it is clear that the jth barycentric 
coordinate of ,Ai E (,A:, .A:, . . . , .A;) is given by 
J; = - x m(u,+p-I), if v. < vI, 
p-1 (7.88 ) 
= z: ‘m(“,+p-l)r if v, < vo, 
p-1 
where vo= o-‘(j),,, = o-‘(j + l),(n + 1) is replaced by 1, and mi= 
(4 - 1)&j. 
Let the (n - 1) by (n - 1) matrix (,,-,,T, be defined by means of 
,n-&,=((,A;)), (7.89) 
where the .A; are given by (7.88). 
Now, by (7.82), it is not hard to see that any calculation to show that 
{ ~ A’ 11 I i 5 n - 1 } are independent in W”- ’ may be done directly in 
terms of the first (n - 1) barycentric coordinates of the ~ A’. Thus, the n 
points in (7.74) are affinely independent if and only if 
IdeG- ,+?)I f 0. (7 *9w 
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For n = 3 it is not hard to show that 
kW2T,)l = (9 - l12. 
It follows by induction on n and u that 
Idet(C,-,,TO)I = (q - l)“‘- I), 
(7.91) 
(7.92) 
where u is in &,, and n 2 3. 
Indeed, if u = (,,,a,, . . . ,a,) E S,,, where a, = a(i), then let (a, k) = 
(b,, b,, . . . , b,, ,) (1 I k I n + 1) be the permutation in S,,, defined by 
means of 
bi = u(i) = ui, ifi<k, 
= (n + l), ifi=k, (7.93 ) 
= u(i - 1) = a,-,, ifi > k. 
It is clear that {(a, k)lu E S,,, 1 I k I n + 1) is simply S,,,,. 
It can be shown from (7.88), (7.89) and (7.93) that 
(+-I;. = .A;, ifi < k, 
= J-‘, ifi 2 k, 
(7.94 ) 
where 2 I k I n, and 1 I j I n - 1. In addition, we also find that 
(a.k,JP = - (4 - l), if u,, < k, 
0, 
(7.95a ) = if v,, > k, 
and 
(d.k)4 = 0, 
= (4 - I), 
if ve < k, 
if v,, > k, 
(7.95b ) 
where vO = (u,k)-‘(n),k = Y, = (u,k)-‘(n + l), and 2 I k I n. 
In any case, (7.95) implies that 
I( &-’ - 0. n (o.kyel = (4 - 1). (7.96) 
Keeping in mind (7.94)-(7.96) it is not difficult to see that expanding 
det(,q,,kj) along its nth column leads to the relation 
Idet(n’r;,.k,)l = (4 - Wet(~,-,,T,)L (7.97) 
where u E &, and 2 < k I n. A similar argument establishes (7.97) for k 
equal to both one and (n + I). 
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Clearly, iterating (7.97) gives (7.92), and the proof of Theorem 7.73 is 
complete. Q.E.D. 
With applications of Theorem 7.73 in mind, we state 
DEFINITION 7.98. The numbers A,, A,, . . . , A,, are said to be in general 
position if and only if Ai 2 q (1 < i I n), and the sets Z(a,; A) and 
Z(u,; A), given by (7.72) are disjoint whenever the permutations u, and uz 
are different. 
The above zeros of ,Gi”‘(X) are enumerated by: 
THEOREM 7.99. Each geometric (n - 1) simplex SCO,A,, determined by 
either (7.74) or (7.75), has q lattice points (including ena$oints) on each of its 
edges and contains 
llZ(u;A)ll = (”;“; “) (7.100a) 
lattice points in all. Furthermore, if A,, AZ,. . . , A,, are in generalposition, the 
total number of lattice points in aN of the simplexes (SC,,A,/a E 5,) is simp& 
(7.1OOb) 
Prooj By Theorem 7.73, the set Z(o; A) of zeros of *G,‘“‘(X) is exactly 
the set of lattice points of SC,,*,. It is not hard to see from (7.69) that 
IIZ(u; A)[1 is th e number of distinct (n - I)-tuples (m,, . . . , m,,- ,) such 
that the mi are nonnegative integers and (m, + . * * +m,,- ,) is less than or 
equal to (q - 1). Thus, 
(4- 1) 
)IZ(a;A)l( = 2 c(n- l,v+n - l), 
v-0 
where c(n - 1, v + n - 1) is the number of compositions of (V + n - 1) 
into exactly (n - 1) positive integers. The identity (7. lOOa) is immediate 
since c(n - 1,~ + n - 1) equals (v:E;2). 
Each edge of SfO,a, is determined by replacing (n - 2) of the inequalities 
in (7.75) by equalities. It then follows from Remark 7.68 that each edge of 
ScO,*, contains exactly q distinct elements of Z( (I, A). 
The relation (7.100b) is a direct consequence of (7.1OOa) and Definition 
7.98. Q.E.D. 
Any zero Z(u;A;m,,..., m,,-,) of ,Gi”‘(X) such that either (ml 
+ . . . +m,-,) equals (q - l), or at least one m, is zero is a lattice point 
on the surface of Scb.a). Otherwise, the zero is in the interior of S’co,a). 
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From (7.70) (7.74) and (7.83) it is not difficult to see that even though 
each edge of SCO,*, contains exactly (q - 2) lattice points, in addition to its 
endpoints, the actual Euclidean distances of the different edges of S(a, A) 
are not in general equal to each other. 
The action of transposition symmetry (see Theorem 3.2) on the entire set 
of simplexes {S,,, pj ju E S,} is illustrated by: 
THEOREM 7.10 1. Suppose that 
A;=A;; , xi ;+I = x;+’ i + A;+’ - Ai; 
E(i) = a(n - i + 1); and Eii = m n--r. (7.102a) 
Then if (, xi. i + , ,) satisfies the relations 
Ixa(i+ 1),0(i) = mill 2 i I n - l}, (7.102b) 
it follows that (, Xi, i+ ,) satisfies the relations 
{ %(i+ 1),0(i) = 
Kill 5 i I n - l), (7.102c) 
That is, transposition symmetry maps the set Z(a; A) onto Z(ti; A), and the 
simplex Sc,,A, onto the simplex Sca,aj. 
Proof: By (3.3~) it is clear that ~aCij,OCi+ ,) = m,. The relations in (7.102a) 
then imply that (,Xi,i+,,) satisfies 
I %(n-i+*),C(n-i) = fi,-ill I i I n - I}. (7.103) 
But, (7.103) is the same set of relations as (7.102~). 
The last part of the theorem is clear from (7.74), (7,102), and Remark 
7.68. Q.E.D. 
Remark 7.104. Note that 5 and (K,, . . . , fi,- t) are obtained by taking 
u and (m,,..., m,,- , ), respectively, in reverse order. Also, it is not hard to 
see by (3.3a), (7.83) and Remark 7.68, that the simplexes SCa,Pj and S,,,, 
are equivalent. 
If the (A) are in general position, then it is clear that the simplex S,,, hj 
is in the lexical region. Furthermore, any other SCC,8, can be obtained from 
a suitable SCnrbj by means of: 
THEOREM 7.105. Suppose that 
iii = APCij; ‘i i+t z xp(i),p(i+l); , 
grp-‘00; and Ei = mi. (7.106a) 
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Then, if (, x~,~+ ,,) satisfies the relations 
txa(i+ 1),0(i) = mill 5 i 5 n - I}, (7.106b) 
it follows that (, Xi,i+ ,) satisfies the relations 
I %(i+ l),;(i) = tZill I i 5 n - 1). (7.106c) 
That is, the symme?ry given by the p = o case of Theorem 3.20 maps the set 
Z(a; A) onto Z(8; i) = Z(p-’ 0 a;, A,(+), and the simplex S(a, A) onto the 
simplex Sca;q = S(,-f oo;.Ap~,& 
Proof: By (3.21~) it is clear that xP-l(ij,P-l(jj = Xii. Therefore, (7.106b) 
implies that the (, Xi.i+ ,,) satisfy 
( ‘~-‘(o(i+l)),p-‘(a(i)) = mil1 I i I n - 1). (7.107) 
Clearly, (7.107) and (7.106~) are the same set of relations. 
Just as before, the last part of the theorem follows from (7.74), (7.106), 
and Remark 7.68. Q.E.D. 
Remark 7.108. It is now clear that if Id denotes the identity permuta- 
tion, and p equals u, then the symmetry in (3.21a) maps the set Z(Id;, APti),) 
onto Z(p;, Ai,), and the simplex Sud;,b,,,,,) onto the simplex S6,;*). 
Remark 7.109. In the W(3) case, the use of Theorem 7.105, as in 
Remark 7.108, is equivalent to permutating the three axes of $ by an even 
permutation, and then, if necessary, using transposition symmetry. A 
permutation of the n axes of B,,, followed by transposition, does give a 
regular simplex S,, that is equivalent to Sud,&). However, when n 2 4, it is 
not generally true that the simplex S,, is in the set {Scb,a)lu E S,,} of 
simplexes whose lattice points are zeros of ,Gi”)(X). (If p permutes the 
axes of B, by means of (, Xp(i),p(i)+ ,, , ) and p is in the dihedral group, then Se 
is simply ScTGAb), where F(i) = p(n - i + 2). Otherwise, S,, is not one of the 
S,,,*,*) 
Motivated by the SU(3) case, we are currently studying how the zeros of 
,Gi”)(X), given by u OEsnZ( a; A), determine this polynomial up to a factor 
in A,,A, ,..., A,. It is hoped that such an investigation will eventually lead 
to the derivation of ,Gi”‘(X) as a “factorial power” of ,,GJp+‘)(X). 
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